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THE EXPERT CARE YOU NEED.

THE NAME YOU TRUST.
CARY
KNIGHTDALE
HOLLY SPRINGS
WAKEFIELD
Open 9 a.m. – 8 p.m.
7 days a week
Services provided for both
adult and pediatric patients
(4 months and older)
Most insurances accepted

At Rex Express Care, a board-certiﬁed physician
and highly qualiﬁed care team are available to help
you feel better, faster. As an added convenience,
we also offer lab and X-ray services on-site. We
treat many medical issues and offer a wide range of
comprehensive services, including
• Minor lacerations
• Spider bites

• Mild asthma
• Earaches

• Sore throat/strep
• Seasonal allergies

• Sports physicals
• Burn/wound care

• Skin rash/poison ivy
• Cold/ﬂu

• Sutures
• UTI/painful urination

FEEL BETTER, FASTER. OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK.

REX EXPRESS CARE
rexhealth.org/urgent-care

FIND US ON FACEBOOK!

facebook.com/RexHealthcare

OYSTER PERPETUAL E XPLORER

rolex

oyster perpetual and explorer are trademarks.

Hailey Good
Lauren Bobotek
Erica Dellostretto
Allied ASID

2530 Walnut St. Cary 919-859-3707
6008 Glenwood Ave. 919-783- 6011
7900 Falls Of The Neuse. 919-846- 6529
www.la-z-boystore.com/raleigh

713 Yarmouth Road

$2,200,000

2504 White Oak Road

$1,849,000

1724 Canterbury Road

$1,595,000

3613 Williamsborough Court

$1,095,000

4201 Glen Laurel Drive

$998,000

This
Is OUR
World.

529 Wayne Drive

$925,000

Experience the difference of Hodge & Kittrell Sotheby’s International Realty. It’s in our
service that extends far beyond the expected. It’s our honesty and integrity in every
interaction. It’s our pledge to listen and respond to your unique needs. After nearly 50 years
serving the Triangle area, our level of expertise and care in handling luxury properties is
truly unmatched.

beyond the extraordinary...

Each Ofﬁce Is Independently Owned And Operated.

3200 Wake Forest Rd., Ste. 101
Raleigh, NC 27609
919.876.7411
888.295.2345
HodgeKittrellSIR.com

oh my cod.
If you haven’t tried this British classic,
you’re royally missing out.
Pictured: The Oxford’s Fish & Chips.
Beer-battered Atlantic cod served
with trufﬂe shoestring fries, tartar
sauce, and roasted garlic aioli

The OXFORD

ESCHELONEXPERIENCES.COM
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It’s one thing to own jewelry...
It’s another to have jewelry worth owning.®

Invisibly set sapphire and diamond
brooch in platinum

Jillian Clark
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alter was delighted to welcome the author Frances Mayes to a
special luncheon with 125 Walter readers at the Umstead Hotel & Spa
on a Sunday in late April.
This latest in our series of Walter Events (pg. 108) combined literary conversation with gourmet food and wine in beautiful surroundings. It sold out several
weeks in advance – a testament to the popularity of the Hillsborough-based
author of Under the Tuscan Sun and Under Magnolia, and another indicator of
pent-up demand for events that invite our readers into the world of the magazine.
We’d like to do more of that. We look forward to introducing you to more of
the people making Raleigh the creative capital of the South; we are eager to take
you to more of the places you want to see. Beginning this month, we’re creating
Walter Insiders for those of you who’d like special access.
Walter Insiders (see pg. 33 for information on how to join) receive a one-year
subscription to the magazine and the chance to buy tickets to our events several
days before we open them to the general public, plus several other perks including
invitations to Insider-only pre-parties and monthly drawings for event tickets and
lunches with Walter editorial staff. I’m eager to get to know more of you, and
excited to hear more about what you’d like to see in our pages.
This month, we cover a lot of ground. We race around the Wake County
Speedway and join Scott Huler’s intrepid trek across the Carolinas. We go backstage with Dave Rose, Raleigh’s man behind the curtain, and meet some dads with
big shoes to fill. We get to enjoy an eclectic picnic, a tall cool drink, and a beautiful house. And did I mention dogs in bow ties? Why not. It’s summertime.

919-489-8362
PERSIANCARPET.COM
5634 Durham-Chapel Hill Blvd.
Durham, NC
Corner I-40 and 15-501

Liza Roberts
Editor & General Manager
Editor@WalterMagazine.com

ENJOY UP TO

$3,698 IN FREE APPLIANCES
WITH YOUR QUALIFYING PURCHASE

DELICIOUS POSSIBILITIES, SWEET REWARDS

Offer valid on select Monogram appliances packages purchased January 1, 2015–June
30, 2015. See participating stores for details. Instant savings may vary by dealer. Visit
monogram.com for a list of select models.
© 2015 General Dlectric Company

8411-107 Glenwood Avenue
Raleigh, NC 27612
919-783-7100

108 E. Chatham Street
Cary, NC 27511
919-467-6341

1201-J Raleigh Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27517
919-929-1590

4209 Lassiter Mill Rd., Ste. 130
Raleigh, NC 27609
919-600-6200

www.kandbgalleries.com

10700 US Hwy. 15-501
Southern Pines, NC 28387
910-692-2700
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FROM LEARNERS TO LEADERS.
See where leaders are made. Our Lead From Here initiative represents a
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MAUREEN SHERBONDY (below) is an awardwinning writer of poetry and fiction. The Raleigh
local is the author of After the Fairy Tale, Praying at
Coffee Shops, The Slow Vanishing, Weary Blues, and
Scar Girl. In this issue, she shares her poem How
to Live (pg. 105). “When I wrote How to Live I was
thinking about the importance of living a certain
way – finding child-like wonder in daily life,” she
said. “People often wait for retirement to find
personal happiness. Watch how children see the
world. Find humor and pleasure in every single
thing.”

EVE KAKASSY HOBGOOD (above) who photographed Father knows best (pg. 60) this month, is
a portrait photographer specializing in babies,
children and families. She has worked in Los
Angeles and New York, and recently archived the
private photography collection of Keith Richards
for his autobiography, Life. “While photographing
the Father knows best story, it was hilarious to listen
to everyone telling stories to get them to loosen up
for the camera,” she said. “The photos are hysterical
- many of which will not be seen here.”

2.
TINA CURRIN is a regular contributor to Walter,
a writer for IndyWeek, and a creative strategist at
Myriad Media. For this issue, she got to know the
Wake County Speedway (pg. 66). “I was so inspired
by the spunk and tenacity of the folks at the
Speedway that after I spoke with race car driver
Justin Fussell, I cracked open a cold beer and went
outside to tinker on my car,” she said. “I ended up
installing new headlights and changing out the hydraulic hatch struts – something I’d been meaning
to do for more than a year. Thanks, Justin!”

3.
JILL KNIGHT (below) is a staff photographer at
The News & Observer who also freelances long-term
documentary photo essays. Her photos have
appeared in the New York Times, The Associated
Press, The New Yorker, and others. For this issue,
she photographed Need for speed (pg. 66). “A Friday
night at the Speedway is an all-American experience,” she said. “I arrived just as the evening sun
was beginning to dip behind the stands. The
smell of fried bologna wafted through the air as
fans started to take their seats. Children wearing
oversized ear protection shared funnel cakes and
waved checkered flags. I fully enjoyed the grit,
fearlessness, and tradition.”

TONY AVENT, who writes our monthly Just
one plant column, is the owner of Raleigh’s Plant
Delights Nursery and an award-winning horticulturalist. This month, he wrote about Tung Oil
trees, despite a few distractions. “The Tung Oil
tree article began appearing on my laptop screen
just before dusk one evening, as I lounged in my
patio rocking chair, staring off occasionally into
the maze of textures, form, and colors of the spring
garden. As a practicing ADD’er, I was constantly
distracted by the intoxicatingly sweet blended
fragrance of the evening garden, the decibilicious
cacophony of the frogs mating nearby, or the kamikaze mosquitos that dive-bombed my warm laptop
screen. Boy, I hope the article makes sense.”
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YOUR FEEDBACK

@WALTERMAGAZINE
Thank you for the wonderful article on Jim and
Mary Patton’s gift to the North Carolina Museum
of Art. I have to admit that seeing the collection
well displayed brought me ineffable happiness.
I recommend a Saturday adventure to the NC
Museum of Art any day if the week. NCMA is
extremely accessible to everyone of any age and
a must visit if you find yourself with a little time
when in Raleigh. -Macon Patton
Beautiful Elaine O’Neil cover for @WalterMagazine.
Also @VisitHboroNC Restaurants featured (in Arrive hungry) -@PattyGriffinNC

a room with MY point of view

Some cycling photography with a flare for adventure & fun, courtesy of @OaksAndSpokes &
@waltermagazine #GoSmartBike -@GoSmartNC
The latest issue of @WalterMagazine is giving us
another reason to celebrate this Friday! #TGIF
#SoundsOfSummer -@Triangle_DQ
What a great feature on our League and President
@shbrent in @WalterMagazine! -@JrLeagueRaleigh
The cutest little article to make you want to visit
some cities around Raleigh. Thanks, @WalterMagazine! (Arrive hungry) - @gracepenn
Don’t miss this beautiful piece on 2013 #RexOpen
winner @chessonhadley and his family in @WalterMagazine: (Chesson Hadley) -@RexHospitalOpen
Thanks to @WalterMagazine for covering #WhereforeNC!
-@CJPtoNC
Had a great time working with @vizjourno for
@WalterMagazine #FotoSwipe #Raleigh
-@FotoSwipe
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Fun night celebrating great art & people @camraleigh
#arthouse w @JohnReplogle @BidaManda
@joekwon80 @WalterMagazine -@cgergen

Search no more.
Whatever you’re looking for in your next home and community,
it’s already waiting for you at Brunswick Forest. Casually
elegant homes. An abundance of top amenities and activities.
A desirable coastal location. It all clicks, and it’s all here–
Welcome home!
Experience the lifestyle for yourself with a Coastal Discovery Package:
3 days / 2 nights, just $199 per couple.
SeeBrunswickForest.com

855.744.2620

Charming, coastal & casual, near Wilmington, NC

Obtain the Property Report required by Federal Law and read it before signing anything. No Federal agency has judged the merits or value, if any, of these properties. The features and
amenities described and depicted herein are based upon current development plans, which are subject to change without notice. This is not an offer to sell or solicitation of offers to buy
real estate in any jurisdiction where registration or advance qualiﬁcation is required but not completed. © Brunswick Forest Realty, LLC Licensed NC Real Estate Brokerage Firm

We want to hear from you!
@WalterMagazine
www.waltermagazine.com

WALTER

215 S. McDowell Street, Raleigh, NC 27601
SUBSCRIPTIONS/CIRCULATION:
customerservice@waltermagazine.com

Do you really understand
Social Security and your Retirement?
Help increase your

Social Security IQ

and join us for one of these
complimentary
discussions

Saturday, July 18th 10:00am
or

Thursday, July 30th at 6:00pm
Brier Creek Country Club - Governor’s Lounge
9400 Club Hill Drive, Raleigh
Hosted By:
Mason & Clark Wealth Management Group of Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC.

JoAnna Clark, CFP®

Richard E. Mason, Jr.

Laura Panebianco, CEBS

Senior Vice President Investment Ofﬁcer

Senior Vice President Investments

Financial Advisor

Guest Speakers:
Adam Shack, Vice President, BlackRock “Helping to Secure your Retirement”
Cynthia Harvard, Regional Vice President, Prudential Investments “Your Social Security Beneﬁts”

RSVP today at (919) 841-5350 or email laura.panebianco@wellsfargoadvisors.com
This seminar is supported and ﬁnancially sponsored by BlackRock and Prudential Investments. This seminar is educational in nature - no company speciﬁc
products will be discussed. Investment and Insurance Products: NOT FDIC Insured NO Bank Guarantee MAY Lose ValueWells Fargo Advisors, LLC,
Member SIPC, is a registered broker-dealer and a separate non-bank afﬁliate of Wells Fargo & Company. 0415-02976 [9397
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RALEIGH

BRAGGING
RIGHTS

I

F IT FEELS LIKE EVERY WEEK BRINGS ANOTHER RALEIGH ACCOLADE, THAT’S
about right. Not only does our city receive frequent recognition as a
place to both visit and move, our restaurants and bars also constantly
top “best of” lists. To keep you in the loop, here are WALTER’S top ten
favorite honors bestowed on our city this year.
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illustration by REBECCA CLARKE

1.

No. 1 mid-sized American city
of the future (The Financial Times)

2.

One of the “Cities All Twentysomethings Should Pick Up and
Move To” (BuzzFeed)

3.

One of the “Five American
Cities You Should Visit in 2015” (The
Huffington Post)

4.

3rd highest well-being
among large communities in
America (Gallup-Healthways)

5.

One of the most innovative
tech hubs in the nation
(NerdWallet)

6.

No. 1 Best City for Jobs
(Glassdoor.com)

7.

One of the five best
retirement destinations in the
U.S. (Money magazine)

8.

7th smartest city in
America (Forbes)

9.

17th best city to find a job
(WalletHub)

10.

Among “Cities to Watch in
2015” (Urbanful)

Raleigh now / june

allmonth

2

Branford Marsalis
If you’ve always been curious about yoga, or just need a little unwinding after work, YogaFest Raleigh is worth checking out. Every Wednesday
in June, YogaFest offers a free gentle yoga class at The Stockroom. Local
teachers rotate each week, and an array of wellness vendors set up shop
after class. Donations are encouraged, and benefit You Call This Yoga, a
group that brings yoga to the physically challenged and underserved. The
group will use money raised from the series to fund a yoga class at Alliance Medical Ministry, which provides medical care for uninsured people.
The series takes a hiatus during July, but there are a few final classes Aug. 19
and 26, as well as Sept. 2 and 9. 6 - 7 p.m.; Free, but make online reservation;
230 Fayetteville St.; youcallthisyoga.org/yogafest-raleigh

6-7

5

Antique Gun
& Military Show
Meet the artist

Every First Friday, MA Allen Interiors’ Meet the Artist series introduces
art lovers to artists. On June 5, New Orleans native Mallory Page will
display a collection of her paintings and sign copies of her just-published
first monograph, The Alchemy Never Starts or Never Stops. 6 - 9 p.m.; Free;
1020 Glenwood Ave.; mallorypage.com and maalleninteriors.com

24 | walter

This one’s for the history buffs. The Old North State
Antique Gun and Military Antiques Show June 6 and
7 will feature U.S. and foreign military arms and
memorabilia from the Civil War, WWI, WWII, the
Vietnam War, and other conflicts. Buy, sell, trade, or
just display relics, books, uniforms, insignias, and
other collectibles. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Saturday, 10 a.m. - 4
p.m. Sunday; $8; N.C. State Fairgrounds, 1025 Blue
Ridge Rd.; thecarolinatrader.com

Anna M. Maynard (YOGA); Mark Schueller (MARSALIS); courtesy Mallory Page (MEET); Ted Richardson (GUN)

Strike A Pose

This isn’t your average jazz performance – or
fundraiser. Grammy Award-winning saxophonist
and Durhamite Branford Marsalis will perform at
Meymandi Concert Hall June 2 with the Kruger
Brothers, Rhiannon Giddens, and other friends and
collaborators. A portion of the night’s proceeds will
go to the North Carolina Symphony, which will
also perform throughout the night. 7:30 p.m.; $35 $95; 2 E. South St.; ncsymphony.org/events

Bryan Rierson (HEPCAT); Jill Knight (POLO)

6

7
HEPCAT

Whether you love bikes, music, or cats, you can celebrate all three
at the 5th annual Hepcat event June 6. Hosted by the Oak City
Cycling Project, this bike ride will take you on a scavenger hunt
through downtown. It’s a friendly competition with cycle-related
prizes. Spectators can participate in a raffle to benefit SAFE Haven
Cat Shelter & Clinic, a nonprofit, no-kill organization. 1 p.m.; $10 in
advance, $15 day-of; 212 E. Franklin St.; hepcatrace.org

CHARITY POLO

Local equestrians will face off at the second annual Triangle
Charity Polo classic June 7. MacNair’s Country Acres will host
the event to benefit Transitions Guiding Lights, a caregiver
support center. Food and beverage vendors will be on-site, or
you can buy a tailgate pass to park your car fieldside and hang
out all afternoon. There will also be awards given to the bestdressed gentleman and lady. Noon - 6 p.m.; $15 in advance, $20
on the day, ages 10 and under free, tailgate packages start at $250;
4321 Tryon Rd.; trianglecharitypoloclassic.com
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growing
up
Y
ou can literally put your money where your
mouth is to support our local farmers this month.
From a formal dinner to a casual seafood broil or
a family-friendly picnic, all three take place the
weekend of June 5 - 7, part of the Farm to Fork
event to benefit The Center for Environmental Farming Systems (CEFS).
	While the notion of “farm to fork” is now a familiar one,
when CEFS first sought a unique fundraiser concept eight
years ago, that wasn’t the case. “This event is really about young
farmers,” says Colleen Minton, who’s working to put it all
together. “Back when this event started, it was unique to round
up so many chefs that sourced locally.” At the beginning, the
event was limited to a picnic on a Sunday afternoon at Breeze
Farm in Hurdle Mills. This is the first year that two dinners
will precede the picnic. Vivian Howard of The Chef and the
Farmer and Amy Tornquist of Watts Grocery are two of the
boldfaced names cooking at the Duke Gardens dinner June 5;
Saltbox Seafood’s Ricky Moore and The Carolina Inn’s James
Clark will put on a fish fry June 6.
For the picnic on June 7, area farmers are paired with area
chefs – usually about a third from Raleigh, a third from
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Durham, and the rest from Chapel Hill, Cary, Hillsborough,
and other spots around the Triangle – to prepare bite-sized
dishes.
“It’s a lot to bring in to one weekend,” Minton says. But the
goal makes it worthwhile. “It’s all about awareness for CEFS.”
The center is a partnership between N.C. State, N.C. A&T
University, and the N.C. Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services that works to promote just and equitable food
and farming systems, including support and education for new
and young farmers. The group prides itself on being one of the
first of its kind to go beyond “preaching” about the benefits of
sustainable agriculture to showing what it’s all about.
So if you go, bring your appetite, but get ready to talk the
walk, as well. Farmers are eager to spread the word. “We’re going to have a crazy informational set of folks there.”
– Jessie Ammons
James Beard-winning author Paul Greenberg will speak before a dinner from
five acclaimed North Carolina chefs, including Vivian Howard of Chef + the
Farmer and Amy Tornquist of Watts Grocery, at the Sarah P. Duke Gardens
on Friday, June 5. Greenberg will also speak about sustainable seafood at The
Rickhouse in Durham on Saturday, June 6, with a fish fry from Ricky Moore
of Saltbox Seafood Joint and James Clark of The Carolina Inn. Sunday’s picnic
will be from 4 - 7 p.m. and feature almost three dozen local chefs and farmers.
Weekend passes are $275. For more information and individual event ticket
prices, visit farmtoforknc.com.

Robert Willett

Raleigh now

courtesy of Holly Alvariño Donaldson

6-7
larkspur party

Named after the blue, white, pink, and purple larkspur blooms that adorn Frances
Alvarino-Norwood’s garden, her annual Larkspur Party June 6 and 7 transforms the
sculptor and avid gardener’s three-plus-acre backyard into an art and plant show.
Alvarino-Norwood labels her flowers, vegetables, and herbs so you can learn as
you stroll. You can also peruse the wares of 34 regional artists, including ceramics,
garden art, wood carvings, paintings, raku, porcelain, poured concrete leaves, hand
woven baskets, gourds, stone sculptures, and even live portrait oil paintings. 10 a.m.
- 6 p.m. Saturday and 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Sunday; Free; 6401 Litchford Rd.; larkspurparty.com

The Triangle’s destination for cooks, foodies, chefs, and gadget lovers!
15,000+ Tools

Cooking Classes

for Cooking & Entertaining

Eat. Learn. Discover. Get Inspired!
• 30 Cooking Classes & Private Parties Each Month
• 25 Talented Instructors

Independently Operated
We are a local, family owned, independent business
staffed by a diverse group of culinary experts who
really have a passion for cooking!
Owners, Dan & Diana Saklad

Visit us in Cary at the beautiful Waverly Place Shopping Center (upper level) • 316 Colonnades Way, Cary, NC.
Just minutes from Raleigh and less than a mile from the interchange of US 1 and US 64. Mon. - Sat. 10 - 6 • Sun. 12 - 5

www.whiskcarolina.com • 919.322.2458
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Play it again

After a performance four years ago, legendary musician Eric
Clapton thanked Gary Clark, Jr. for “making me want to play
again.” Since then, the guitarist-singer-songwriter has opened
for the Rolling Stones and won a Grammy. Clark, who hails
from Austin, will play at the North Carolina Museum of Art’s
outdoor amphitheater June 17. Bring snacks, buy a bottle of
wine or beer for sale, and enjoy a concert alfresco. 8 p.m.; $29
- $40; 2110 Blue Ridge Rd.; ncartmuseum.org

S o u t h D e S i g n S t u D i o, n o w o p e n !
Visit our new design studio, a creative workspace full of color, pattern
and possibilities. from designing a home, to redecorating a room, our
designers are here to help with your style, fit and finish.
SouthChapelhill.Com
1 0 7 m e a d ow m o n t V i l l ag e C i rC l e
( n e a r t h e f o u n ta i n )
C h a p e l h i l l , n o rt h C a ro l i na
919.240.5475

25

African dance party

Native Nigerian musician King Sunny Adé is, in fact, a member
of the royal family of his country. His decision to pursue music
may have surprised his countrymen at first, but the Afro-pop
star now enjoys worldwide acclaim. He’ll perform his unique
blend of guitar, percussion, keyboard, synthesizer, and vocals,
along with at least 20 other percussionists June 25. Audience
members are not expected to sit back and relax, but to stand up
and dance along throughout the evening. 8 p.m.; $26 - $35; 2110
Blue Ridge Rd.; ncartmuseum.org

courtesy NCMA (PLAY IT AGAIN and AFIRCAN DANCE PARTY)

play with
pa t t e r n
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North Carolina’s
Window Fashion Leader
Since 1991!

Old School Giving

Locally Made Shutters & Blinds

On the fourth Sunday of every month from April through November, the parking lot at Ornamentea on the corner of Johnson
and West streets turns into an open-air market. Wares include
art made from recycled materials; vintage furniture, clothes, and
accessories; and paraphernalia like vinyl records. Each month’s
market is dedicated to a different local charity. A portion of
June’s proceeds will benefit The Green Chair Project, which
provides reused furniture to people starting over after crisis or
homelessness. A portion of July’s proceeds will go to Global H20,
which works to provide people in third world countries with
access to clean water. You can bring the whole family – including
pets. Noon - 5 p.m.; Free; 509 N. West St.; popupsunday.com

Great-Kurt Schlatzer (OLD SCHOOL); Shizuo Kambayashi (STONES)

1

Rolling Stones

The Stones. Need we say more? Mick Jagger, Keith Richards,
Charlie Watts, and Ronnie Wood are on their first American
tour in almost a decade, and Raleigh is one of its 15 stops.
The July 1 show at Carter-Finley Stadium will be one to
remember. In May, the band re-released its 1971 album Sticky
Fingers with hits like Brown Sugar and Wild Horses – plus
never-before-heard studio outtakes and recordings from live
performances in the ’70s. At the concert, expect to hear special renditions of those bonus tracks. 8 p.m.; $80 and up; 4600
Trinity Rd.; rollingstones.com/tickets

50 OFF

$

15 OFF

$

EACH WINDOW

EACH WINDOW

Plantation
Shutters

Blinds
and Shades

Free in-home/office design
consultations and estimates.

919-833-9550

CarolinaShutterandBlinds.com
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Bailey McNeill’s jewelry for the cure

G

rowing up, Bailey McNeill always looked
forward to her family’s annual summer trip, one
she still takes with her grandparents, siblings,
and cousins to the mountains for a week of hiking and gemstone mining.
It was perhaps there that McNeill first honed her knack
for unearthing beauty, no matter the situation. The 17-yearrising senior at Ravenscroft now makes and sells jewelry with
North Carolina gemstones and donates half of her profits
to the Myeloma Institute for Research and Therapy. “The
Myeloma Institute has been so supportive. Ever since my dad
was diagnosed in 2006, they’ve advocated for really aggressive
treatments,” she says, referring to her father’s battle with multiple myeloma, a blood cancer with a typical life expectancy of
five years after diagnosis. Eight years later, he has undergone
three stem cell transplants and is in remission. Throughout
his journey, the family has frequently turned to the Institute’s
resources for guidance and encouragement. “They’ve just been
amazing.”

McNeill started her jewelry line a few years ago, when she
decided to make jewelry out the gemstones she’d found and
collected as Christmas presents for her friends and family. “I
wanted to do something personal and different.” The jewelry
was a hit, and McNeill realized she was on to something. She
considered selling her creations, but didn’t want to “just make
something and sell it for myself. I wanted to do something
more.” Donating half of her profits to the Myeloma Institute
was a natural fit.
It’s not every day that you hear a teenager consider
fundraising the way to make her time “worth it,” but that’s
the kind of crowd McNeill runs with. Her older sister was
involved with Relay for Life as a college student, and many
of her friends regularly organize fashion shows and 5K road
races for various causes. In August, McNeill and a team of
11 of her peers will travel to Portland, Ore. for the 197-mile
Hood to Coast relay race, which raises money and awareness
for the American Cancer Society. “We’re all busy,” McNeill
shrugs. “I take hard classes and I run track. But I like making
photographs by NICK PIRONIO
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jewelry.”
McNeill’s dad, Joey, is humbled by his daughter’s efforts,
and also impressed. “Her mother
and I couldn’t be prouder of her,”
Joey McNeill says. He’s wearing
gemstone cufflinks she made him
for his birthday in April. “While
she loves making the jewelry, the
impetus is really the fundraising.
It’s pretty amazing.”
	So far, McNeill has sold some
150 pieces of jewelry and given
almost $2,000 to the Myeloma
Institute. “I look at (the stone)
and think about what setting
seems best,” she says of designing
her necklaces, bracelets, and key
chains. “I taught myself most of
Joey McNeill and daughter Bailey
the wiring and I bought a stone
drill on Amazon.”
This summer, McNeill will spend a week at the Savannah College of Art and Design studying jewelry making and
writing. And as she considers colleges, she’s paying attention

to business and entrepreneurship programs. “I think I want
to major in something like social
entrepreneurism,” she says of her
next step. “This has definitely
sparked an interest in business
that has another layer to it, that
counts for something more.”
That could mean continuing
her jewelry talent, but she plans
to take a break upon graduating from high school. After all,
jewelry making isn’t conducive
to dorm living. “You should see
my desk. It’s covered in stones
and wires. It’s ridiculous.”
Until then, she’ll continue
selling her wares on the
Crystals4Cancer website and
its Instagram, which as of press
time had 800 followers. And she’s not forgetting where it all
began. “They haven’t planned this year’s trip (to the mountains) yet. I’m on them all the time about it. I’m ready to go!”
– Jessie Ammons

“At Bida Manda, the smiles are contagious.”
greg cox
News & Observer

laotian restaurant and bar

222 South Blount Street • Raleigh, NC 27601 • 919 829 9999

bi daman da. c om

Drill?

TIRED OF THE SAME OLD
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Voted Raleigh’s

u

Best Customer Service Award

u

Five Years In a Row!

Dr. Anna Abernethy, Dr Jill Somner & Dr. Anita Wells

Whether from injury or disease, missing teeth can be troublesome and embarrassing. In many cases, dental implants are the ideal solution to tooth loss in
adults. They can be used to replace just one tooth, or multiple teeth. When you
seek care at our office, you can be assured that the doctors at Renaissance Dental
Center and their team utilize the latest in technology to enhance the quality and
fit for your dental care. If you think a dental implant might be the solution for
you or someone you love, give us a call to schedule a consultation!

JUNE & JULY

Implant Special: $3,000 (Includes consult,
CT scan, implant body, and crown.
Does not include any grafting or additional
procedures needed to place and/or restore implant.)

Happy Birthday U.S.a.

While sparklers in your driveway are a pretty fine celebration,
here’s where you can celebrate with your fellow Raleighites
this 4th of July.
The State Capitol Long before it’s time for fireworks, the State
Capitol building will host a patriotic concert, picnic offerings,
trolley rides, and historic demonstrators. 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.; Free;
1 E. Edenton St.
Downtown Raleigh’s downtown fireworks celebration has
built a reputation for excellence. Live music will play on a City
Plaza stage from noon - 11 p.m., on Morgan Street from 1 - 11
p.m., and at the Red Hat Amphitheater from 5:30 - 11 p.m. A
beer and wine tent, kids’ rides and games, street performers,
an eating contest, a picnic on Fayetteville Street, and food and
art vendors will keep you busy until fireworks light the sky
above the Duke Energy Center for the Performing Arts at 9:30
p.m. Free; raleighconvention.com/works

Brier Creek Bring a beach chair and set up shop in the parking lots of Brier Creek Commons and Brierdale Shopping
Center for an annual fireworks show. Free; fireworks begin at
dark
3803 COMPUTER DRIVE, RALEIGH, NC

919.786.6766

RenaissanceDentalCenter.com

Chuck Liddy (USA)

Koka Booth Amphitheatre Celebrate with the North Carolina Symphony at Cary’s Koka Booth Amphitheatre at a free
concert. The set list includes all-American classics and patriotic anthems. Gates open at 3 p.m., performance at 7:30 p.m.;
ncsymphony.org

At the table

A perfect picnic

Lauren Kennedy
WALTER Profile

The Whirl

Raleigh on the town
WALTER
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FILMS ALFRESCO

In an alfresco version of dinner-and-a-movie, Raleigh Little
Theatre and Raleigh Brewing are hosting a four-week outdoor
film series. Each Sunday evening, a film related to a production from the theatre company’s 2015-2016 season will show
at the Stephenson Amphitheatre at RLT. Be sure to arrive
early for an activity tailored to the movie of the night. In July,
meet pets for adoption at Second Chance Pet Adoptions and
catch Charlotte’s Web. Participate in classic movie trivia before
watching A Streetcar Named Desire. Snacks, drinks, and Raleigh
Brewing’s first batch of canned beer will be available. The
series continues through August 9. 7 p.m. activity, 8 p.m. film;
Free; 301 Pogue St.; raleighlittletheatre.org

22

A SECRET

GARDEN

The taste of summer
RALEIGH-MADE

Inside every kid is a life waiting to be lived. We’re here to see it’s a healthy one.

Some kids go through childhood unscathed. Others face illness. Injury. Surgery. From the common to the complex, we’re
here. With the only children’s hospital in Wake County. The most advanced technology. Specialists, nurses and therapists
who specialize in kids. A scope of services that’s second to none. A patient-family experience that’s one of a kind. And when
we say we’re here, we mean right here. Where you live. Which, when it comes to your kids, is something no one else can say.

blooms in Raleigh

ICE CREAMS

Exceptional people. Exceptional care. For every kid.
Learn more at kids.wakemed.org.

AUGUST 2014

waltermagazine.com

waltermagazine.com
$4.95

NOVEMBER 2014
$4.95

?
LOVE
Subscribe
and become
an INSIDER!

courtesy Raleigh Little Theatre (FILMS); Robin Wong (LET IT GO)

For $24.99 you receive:
• 10-month subscription to WALTER
• Walter Insider’s exclusive early access to WALTER events
• Walter Insider’s automatic entry into monthly drawings
to win tickets to concerts, sporting events,
theater & symphony tickets

LET IT GO

Best known as the voice of Elsa in Disney’s Frozen, the highestgrossing animated movie of all time, Idina Menzel is also a
Tony Award-winning singer and actress. Her tour will stop at
the Red Hat Amphitheater July 22, where she’ll perform classic
pop, musical theater favorites, plus self-written originals.
8 p.m.; $35 - $100; 500 S. McDowell St.; redhatamphitheater.com

• Walter Insider’s automatic entry into monthly drawings
to attend lunch with Walter editorial staff
• Monthly E-newsletter

DON’T MISS OUT!

subscribe online: waltermagazine.com
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theateR
happenings
May 27 – June 7 Pump Boys
and Dinettes (Theatre Raleigh)
Ticket prices vary
May 28 – June 7 A Midsummer
Night's Dream (Raleigh Little
Theatre) $17
June 5 – 21 Equivocation
(Theatre in the Park) $22
June 11 – 28 Sea Wall (Burning
Coal Theatre) $10
June 17 – 27 Dark Vanilla Jungle
(Burning Coal Theatre) $10
June 17 – 28 A Few Good Men
(Theatre Raleigh) Ticket prices vary

June 18 – 28 Rum & Vodka
(Burning Coal Theatre) $10
June 19 – 27 Macbeth
(Raleigh Little Theatre) $17
July 8 – 26 Dreamgirls (Theatre
Raleigh) Ticket prices vary
July 10 – 26 9 to 5 (North Raleigh Arts & Creative Theatre)
Ticket prices vary
July 17 – 26 Runaways (Raleigh
Little Theatre) $11
July 21 – 26 Buddy: The Buddy
Holly Story (NC Theatre)
Ticket prices vary

Ticket information: theatreraleigh.com; raleighlittletheatre.org; theatreinthepark.com; burningcoal.org; nctheatre.com; nract.org
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courtesy Raleigh Little Theatre

T

here’s no shortage of entertainment
in Raleigh, especially when it comes to
theater. From dreamy, moonlit Shakespearean nights at the Raleigh Rose
Garden, to toe-tapping musical numbers belted
from Raleigh Memorial Auditorium's grand stage,
to wild tales of booze, love gone wrong, and redemption from young and emerging artists, there
is truly a performance for everyone this summer.
To help you navigate the wide array of shows in
the Raleigh area, we've compiled a roundup of
what to look for in June and July. Take your pick.
– Anna Long

ETHAN ALLEN

DE SIG N E R SE RV IC E S
I N D I V I D U A L . I N VA L U A B L E . O N T H E H O U S E .
S C H E D U L E A D E S I G N C E N T E R O R I N - H O M E C O N S U LT A T I O N .

S P E C I A L S AV I N G S G O I N G O N N OW

T H E

N E X T

C L A S S I C S

SINCE 1932
RALEIGH 4380 LASSITER AT NORTH HILLS AVENUE 919.781.9431
CARY 5717 DILLARD DRIVE 919.233.9190
Sale going on for a limited time only. Some exclusions apply. Ask a designer or visit ethanallen.com for details. ©2015 Ethan Allen Global, Inc.
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t’s almost an hour-long drive north from Raleigh
to Sunshine Lavender Farm in Hurdle Mills, outside of
Hillsborough. But arriving to a cheerful red barn atop
a hillside teeming with purple blossoms is well worth
the drive. “It’s a retreat we built to enjoy and relax,” Annie
Baggett says of the property she lives on with husband Dale
and their daughters Abigail, 24, and Sylvie, 18. The Baggetts
grow and sell lavender year-round online and at farmers’
markets, but only twice a year do they open the farm to the
public: in winter for a holiday soiree, and in June for a harvest celebration. “It’s a special event for those who are truly
lavender lovers.”
	As it turns out, true lavender lovers are not hard to come

36 | walter

by. “Dale calls it a lavender cult,” Baggett says, “Folks really
love lavender. It ranks as one of the most popular fragrances
in the world.” From 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. on Saturday, June 6, and
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. on Sunday, June 7, you can stop by to see the
farm, try lavender ice cream and sorbet, create crafts with
fresh lavender, and learn how to grow it yourself.
Baggett didn’t set out to become a lavender farmer,
although she has an admittedly green thumb. When the
family first moved to their property 15 years ago, “I planted
a gigantic vegetable garden to share with the community.”
Deer ended up eating more of the produce than the community did. “A friend from the west coast mentioned that
I should add lavender, since fragrant, oily herbs are not a

Photo courtesy of Sunshine Lavender Farm

sun always shines

NEW CONST RUCT I ON INSIDE TH E B E LTL INE B Y

deer favorite ... (it) grew beautifully. It was intentional to plant
something in that field and to share it.”
Twelve years later, lavender is their only crop, which they
harvest to sell fresh and dried, as well as turn into other items,
including lip balm and eye pillows. Sunshine is the state’s first
farm of its kind. “I made the conscious decision to show others
how to be a farm business by doing it and through sharing.
Our thinking is to hand off the farm to our daughters, to have
a legacy plan. Yet only time will tell that.”
While both Baggetts work full-time away from the farm
(Annie is, fittingly, the agritourism marketing specialist for the
N.C. Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services), it’s
coming home that keeps them going. “We have chosen to be
good stewards of the land,” Baggett says. “One of the reasons
why I fell in love with this plot of land was the sunshine here.
2827 LE WIS FARM R O A D

Sachets of lavender from Sunshine Lavender Farms
made fragrant favors for guests at Walter's lunch
with Frances Mayes (pg. 108).

It’s amazing. The sunsets thrill me while perched on the porch
or strolling the field.”
They’ve developed a love affair of their own with their
plants, too. “It’s by far the most versatile herb around. It will
pretty much cure whatever ails you.” Baggett cites it as a remedy for insomnia, nervousness, itchy bug bites, and bad moods;
or, she says to put a few drops of lavender oil in your HVAC
filters when you change them, and keep sachets of dried lavender florets in your car. But her favorite? “Lavender in food,”
she says. “This has been my message for years. This is why we
offer lavender ice cream and sorbet made by Maple View Farm
at our celebrations. Lavender in chocolate. Lavender lemonade.
Any produce or protein skewered with lavender stems, then
grilled. Delish.”
The summer harvest celebration is open house-style, but
you do need to RSVP in advance online. “Most folks come on
Saturday,” Baggett says, “so I’m pulling together a small farmers’ market for Sunday, to add value to that day. Sunday is my
favorite!” – Jessie Ammons
To learn more about the harvest celebration and about Sunshine Lavender
Farm’s products, visit sunshinelavenderfarm.com.

3329 OC OTEA STR E E T

Sheri Hagerty Realty Group
3 2 0 1 - 1 0 1 G L E N W O O D AV E N U E
W W W . S H E R I H A G E R T Y. C O M
919.862.6258

* Winner, Triangle Business Journal’s
Top Residential Team Award, 2015 *
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Celebration of the Arts
Music in the Gardens

For a mid-week pick-me-up, head to the Sarah P. Duke
Gardens in Durham for live music every Wednesday evening
through the end of July. This summer’s Music in the Gardens,
sponsored by Duke Performances, is American roots-themed.
Bring a blanket or lawn chair to hear tunes by local bluegrass
bands and folk singers, and be sure not to miss a special
three-night revue led by roots musician Phil Cook in the last
week of June. Picnics and adult beverages are welcome during
all performances, and food, beer, and wine will also be for
sale. 7 p.m.; $10, ages 12 and under free; 420 Anderson Street;
dukeperformances.org

5

A highlight of the annual Celebrate Fuquay-Varina weekend is
its juried art show June 6. About 100 local and regional artists
and crafters will sell paintings, pottery, metalworks, jewelry,
garden art, and glassworks. Food vendors will be on hand
and live music and entertainment will keep kids entertained
throughout the day. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.; Free; Fuquay Historic
Downtown District, South Main Street, Fuquay-Varina; fuquayvarinadowntown.com

8-14

Triangle Restaurant
Week
Wordplay

Who says spelling tests are just for schoolkids? Compete in a
friendly adult spelling bee at downtown Chapel Hill’s DSI Comedy
Theater June 5. You’ll be judged by a UNC-Chapel Hill professor of
humanities and cheered on by peers (and maybe a few beers).
7 p.m.; $6; 462 W. Franklin St., Chapel Hill; dsicomedytheater.com
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There’s no better excuse to check out that restaurant you’ve
been meaning to try than Triangle Restaurant Week June
8-14. Almost 100 restaurants in Raleigh, Durham, Cary,
Chapel Hill, Apex, and Morrisville will offer 3-course prix-fixe
menus for lunch and dinner. Peruse the menus online – a
wine or beer pairing upgrade is often available – and let the
decision-making begin. Hours vary; $15 for lunch and $20, $25,
or $30 for dinner; locations vary; trirestaurantweek.com

courtesy Duke Performances (MUSIC); Kevin Patrick Robbins (WORDPLAY); courtesy Fuquay-Varina Downtown Association (CELEBRATION); Juli Leonard (RESTAURANT WEEK)
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NO ONE SEES YOU
LIKE WE DO.
The way we see it, image is everything. So we specialize in everything imaging.
From prevention and detection to diagnosis and intervention. All provided in 20 Triangle
locations by more than 150 certiﬁed technologists and subspecialty radiologists. Every
one of them with the unique ability to see beyond the patient to the person inside.

Be seen by people who specialize in you at WakeRad.com.

Beautiful
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18-20
Pilobolus

Named for a barnyard fungus that grows its
spores with characteristic speed, accuracy, and
strength, Pilobolus is a dance company known
for high-energy choreography and diverse,
interdisciplinary collaborations. The troupe
performs annually at American Dance Festival in
Durham. This year’s commissioned performance,
Thresh|Hold, June 18-20, includes a quintet that
explores the mind of a young woman as she confronts lost love. 8 p.m. Thursday and Friday, 7 p.m.
Saturday, 1 p.m. children’s matinee Sunday; $19 - $58;
DPAC, 123 Vivian St.; americandancefestival.org

d i a m o n d s , e s tat e a n d
a n t i q u e j e w e l ry

•

loose diamonds of all
shapes and sizes

•
•
•

c e rt i f i e d a p p r a i s a l s

19

e x p e rt j e w e l ry r e pa i r s
we buy diamonds,
g o l d a n d p l at i n u m

Show tunes

downtown raleigh since 1949

307 s. wilMington street
919.832.3461
r e l i a b l e j e w e l r y . c om

Throughout the season, Koka Booth Amphitheatre in Cary hosts
offbeat performances in a series called Summerfest. Don’t miss one
co-presented with the North Carolina Symphony June 19, when musicians and singers will take the stage to salute Broadway’s best tunes.
Musical numbers from Annie, Oliver, and Wicked will be in the lineup.
Before the music begins, a judge will roam the lawn to scope out
picnic spreads – the best one will win a $100 gift card to Whole Foods
Market of Cary. There will also be an “Instrument Zoo,” where kids
can try their hand at various orchestra instruments. 7:30 p.m.; $28 $35, ages 12 and under free; 8003 Regency Parkway, Cary; ncsymphony.org

John Kane (PILOBOLUS); courtesy N.C. Symphony (WHO TUNES)

•
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Tour de Fat

New Belgium’s Tour de Fat acknowledges the brewery’s iconic
bicycle by combining bikes and beers for a daylong festival. It
begins June 20 with a costumed bike parade – which typically includes a few drag ensembles – through downtown and ending at
the American Tobacco Campus amphitheatre. There, live music,
dancers, and even yo-yo performers entertain throughout the
day. Bike activities will also be available, as will plenty of brews.
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.; Free; 300 Blackwell St., Durham; newbelgium.com/
events/tour-de-fat

courtesy Tour de Fat; courtesy Garry Childs (ART)

26
Art Trifecta

The Hillsborough Gallery of Arts is owned and
operated by almost two dozen local artists.
Don’t miss its June opening reception June 26 of
Not Alone, an exhibit featuring pottery by Garry
Childs, kiln-fused glass by Mark Kinsella, and
paintings by Marcy Lansman. All of the artists
will be at the event. If you can’t make the opening, the exhibit will be on display until July 19.
6 - 9 p.m.; Free; 121 N. Churton St., Hillsborough;
hillsboroughgallery.com

Spot
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Eno river
festival

10 a.m. - 6 p.m.; $20 single-day pass or $30 weekend pass,
$10 for ages 13 - 17; West Point on the Eno, 5101 N. Roxboro
Rd., Durham; enoriver.org/festival
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Sarah Shaw (WATER SCENE); Scott Sharpe (SALAMANDER)

T

he Eno River Association’s annual Festival
for the Eno is a fantastic way to celebrate summer and the outdoors. The two-day event July
4 and 5 features live music, arts-and-crafts
activities, and local food and art vendors along the banks
of the Eno River. While it feels like fun and games, all
activities have an environmental or cultural connection
to the Eno River basin. This year, more than 65 performances will take place on four different stages, and there
will be a beer garden sponsored by SweetWater Brewery.

Barkley Hendricks, American, born 1945: Big Chuck (Charles Harvey), 1975; oil and acrylic on linencanvas.
Ackland Fund, 2008.6. © 1975 Barkley L. Hendricks.; courtesy Triangle Table Tennis Center

17

18,
19

A Collection Unveiled

In the largest presentation of its relatively unknown collection of modern painting and sculpture, Ackland Art Museum in Chapel Hill will debut its Testing Testing collection July 17. The exhibit highlights how art
from the past five-plus decades tests boundaries through experimentation, innovation, and skill. It marks one of the museum’s first largescale, long-term installations of modern and contemporary art. While
an opening reception won’t be held until the fall, don’t wait until then
to view the collection. Museum open Wed. - Sat., 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. and Sun.
1 - 5 p.m.; Free; 101 S. Columbia St., Chapel Hill; ackland.org

Ping pong

Do you know about the Triangle Table Tennis Center? It’s
worth checking out for the summer USA Table Tennis tournament July 18-19, which includes age-based and ratingsbased events for players of every age and level, singles and
doubles alike. If you participate, pre-registration is required; if you spectate, you’ll likely glean a few tips. 9 a.m.
- 8 p.m.; $37 - $52 to compete, $12 for general admission, which
includes table access for non-competitive play; 2900 Perimeter
Park Dr., Morrisville; triangletabletennis.com

Why St. David’s?
Join us for a tour
to find out what is so unique about

St. DaviD’S School

Where a world-class faculty enhances stellar
academics with integration of faith and virtue

Faith • virtue • KnowleDge
For more information, call our admissions office at
919-782-3331 or visit our website at www.sdsw.org

THE WORLD'S
MOST SUCCESSFUL
ROCK & ROLL MUSICAL
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all month
market and music

Trek out to the Haw River throughout the
summer for Saturdays in Saxapahaw. The
weekly series begins with a farmer's market
at 5 p.m. and then adds live music at 6 p.m.
Bring a blanket and plan to purchase goodies
for a picnic – to supplement market finds,
head to the Saxapahaw General Store across
the street. It all wraps up by sunset, leaving
you plenty of time to stroll along the river,
or to head back home before dark. 5 - 8 p.m.
through August; free; 1735 Saxapahaw-Bethlehem Church Rd., Saxapahaw; rivermillvillage.
com/saturdays-in-saxapahaw

TICKETS START AT $25!
CALL 919-831-6941x6944

NCTHEATRE.COM

balancing act

Have you heard of stand-up paddleboarding (SUP)? Think of it as
a much chiller version of surfing: You find your balance standing
on a large floating board and use a long paddle to propel yourself
through water. It’s a test of core strength and stability that makes
for a scenic workout. One Heart Yoga in Fuquay-Varina will offer
SUP classes throughout the summer at Harris Lake. Once you master the basic standing paddle, you’ll add in yoga poses and maybe
even flow through a sequence on the water. Times vary; $14; Harris
Lake County Park, 2112 County Park Dr., New Hill; oneheartsup.com

Illustration by Laura Frankstone (SAXAPAHAW); Silvia Izquierdo (PADDLE)

3, 11, 25, 31

Now taking appointments for our new
Brier Creek location opening in July

APEX
160 MacGregor Pines
(919) 758-8677

BRIER CREEK
10208 Cerny St
(919) 758-8677

CARY
105 Cary Pkwy
(919) 467-3203

CLAYTON
555 Medical Park
(919) 467-3203

CLINTON
358 Northeast Blvd
(910) 592-8820

DUNN
700 Tilghman Drive
(910) 892-1068

RALEIGH
3821 Ed Drive
(919) 758-8677

WAKE FOREST
1904 S. Main Street
(919) 554-8539

auncurology.com

Discover North Hills

Over 135 Places to Shop, Dine, & Entertain
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Discover where the locals are at VisitNorthHills.com
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@VisitNorthHills
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From high-end boutiques to the Triangle’s best restaurants,
North Hills is a world of local bliss for your every desire. Find the
perfect home decor, indulge in a spa treatment, or join a stateof-the-art gym. Invite guests to stay a while at Raleigh’s premier
hotels and enjoy the bounty of entertainment including concerts,
a 14-screen cinema, bowling, and the new Midtown Park!
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Your Favorite Br ands & More at
R aleigh’s Top Spot for Shopping,
Dining, Relaxing & Events

1

40

June 6th 4-9 pm
4:30 pm

Cook-off Awards Ceremony

5-6:30 PM

Blake Kearney Band

7-9 PM

Spare Change
Benefiting

ALS ASSOCIATION Jim “Catfish” Hunter Chapter
AFSN adventurers for special needs

Did you know?

SATURDAYS
8AM–NOON

The products you buy from our vendors
are grown, picked, or handmade by the
individual selling them to you.

APR 18 – NOV 7
IN THE COMMONS

Our market sources from within a 100
mile radius; so if you truly desire to
eat local and support small farms, our
market is the place to do it!
There are FREE weekly Fitness Classes,
Farm-to-Table Cooking Demos, Live Music,
and Kids Events at every market Saturday!

R aleigh’s Midtown
919.881.1146
Six Forks Road & I-440

NorthHillsEvents.com

OUR

Shop

Local

“This is how we’ve always had our Italian ice growing up: super
smooth, not frozen or hard as a rock. Just real fruit, water, and sugar.”

I

– Mike Beggen, co-founder, SweetWater New York Ice Co.

t began as a joke. When Mike Beggen and his friend, Rich Conroy, were visiting friends in Raleigh, one of them
was pregnant and “sent us out to feed her craving,” Beggen says. “After three hours of driving we couldn’t find
any real Italian ice.” They settled on a fake supermarket substitute and returned home to Farmingdale, N.Y.,
hypothetically scheming to begin their own Southern ice company. Not long after, Beggen lost his high school
teaching job and the two decided to take the unlikely leap of moving south to open SweetWater New York Ice Co.
Today they sell Italian ice from a bike cart across the Triangle and plan to someday open a store. What to order?
“Lemon, cherry, and rainbow are always top picks,” Beggen says. “Our peanut butter, though, is unbelievable.”
Find SweetWater New York Ice Co. on the corner of Fayetteville and Hargett Streets most Wednesday afternoons; they’re
usually in downtown Raleigh or Durham on weekend mornings. To figure out where they’ll be next, follow
@SweetWaterIces on Twitter and SWaterIces on Facebook, or visit sweetwaterices.com.
photograph by TRAVIS LONG
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The Peace Center complex on the Reedy River in downtown Greenville

Here you’ll discover a place where hearts beat
to the sound of live outdoor concerts, the cascade
of waterfalls and the laughter of friends enjoying
another beautiful night. Considered a Southeast
culinary hotspot, we’re serving up something for
everyone – and that doesn’t stop at food. Discover
a passion for the arts, world-class venues like The
Peace Center and a multitude of museums, unique
shops and galleries. Great venues, great vibe, great
people. To learn more, call 800.717.0023.

Get more value with breakfast and a side of internet

Breakfast & Wi-Fi Package From $139.00*
Start your morning off right. Recharge with daily breakfast and internet access when
you book the Breakfast & Wi-Fi package at Hilton Greenville South Carolina.
Sip coffee while you surf the web, share vacation pictures with your
friends, read the news, and more. You’ll never miss the most
important meal of the day or what’s going on in the world.
Call 1-800-HILTONS (1-800-445-8667) and mention the
Breakfast & Wi-Fi package or visit our Special Offers page online.
Greenvillesc.hilton.com.
*Subject to availability; advanced booking required. Blackout dates may apply.

greenvillesc.hilton.com

Our Town

The

Usual

from left: Mark Abramowsky, Joe Pinto, Alycia Kozlowski, Scott Renk, Regina Ali, Suzette Walker, Connie Bisesi,
Emily Kohler, McLeod Skinner, Chris Heaney, Aaron Zalonis, Ann Neely, Liz Hume, Ryan Grady, and Jean Gray Mohs.

“The world is so high-paced, everybody on their phone and looking
down. Just sitting there and staring at something and drawing it
slows your presence. You slow down and you really observe things.”
– Scott Renk, art teacher and leader of the CAM Raleigh urban drawing group

T

wice a month, a dozen or so artists of all skill levels meet at CAM Raleigh bearing sketchbooks,
portable watercolor sets, pens, and pencils. They pick a spot within a few blocks of their downtown
meeting place to sit and draw the urban landscape before them. “You really learn about environments,
people, and neighborhoods that you would normally just rush through,” says Renk, who spearheads the
group. As afternoon turns into evening, they usually walk down the street for a beer. “And we keep sketching
each other, usually. We’re all sketchy characters.”
For more on CAM Raleigh and the urban sketchers, go to camraleigh.org. See the sketches they drew May 2 on p. 130.

photograph by TRAVIS LONG
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THIS
T H IS PLACE
PL ACE HAS
H A S A CENTURY
CEN T U RY OF
OF STORIES
STOR I ES TO
TO TELL.
T EL L .

$279* Social Package
Accommodations at The Carolina
Legendary breakfast buffet
Three-course gourmet dinner

What will your story be?
Village of Pinehurst, North Carolina • 855.210.9330 • pinehurst.com
*Rate is per person, per night based on double occupancy. Valid 6.7-9.9.15. Subject to tax and resort service fee.

© 2015 Pinehurst, LLC

Since 1895, guests have arrived at Pinehurst seeking relaxation and departed with
memories to last a lifetime. They ﬁnd solace in the soft swaying ferns on the hotel
veranda, the sweet pine air on the fairways of our golf courses and the tranquility of
our New England-style village. No matter what inspires your visit to Pinehurst, you’ll
have plenty to talk about when you leave. Visit Pinehurst.com for all package options.

Our Town

Game

plan

“It always gives me lots of enthusiasm to see the graduations, but
then also to see where the kids go off to. It’s invigorating to me.”
– Hilda Pinnix-Ragland, Vice President of Corporate Public Affairs at Duke Energy

H

ilda Pinnix-Ragland, 60, plans to spend time in June at local graduations. After years of involvement
with Triangle education, she knows “what a big deal this time of year is.” She believes we should all
mark our calendars not just for graduation season in early June, but its aftermath throughout the summer. “I love seeing our town move to another level of excellence,” she says, “and education is a huge part of that.
It’s not just college graduates earning advanced degrees, but it’s middle and high schoolers spending time on
local campuses for camps and other opportunities.”
Among other involvements, Pinnix-Ragland works with the WakeEd partnership. To learn more, visit wakeed.org.

photograph by TRAVIS LONG
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SAVE THE DATE

it’s everything

you’re

TerraVITA
October 8-10, 2015

hungryfor.
TERRAVITA FOOD & DRINK FESTIVAL, CHAPEL HILL, NC

TerraVITA brings foodies face-to-face with chefs, food
artisans, farmers, and scholars for a celebration of sustainable
food. It’s one of 20 festivals that Chapel Hill and Orange
County host each year. From food to music to comedy to art,
there’s always something to celebrate. Visit our website to
ﬁnd upcoming events around what you love.

VISITCHAPELHILL.ORG

—————•—————

HOME OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL

—————•—————

Our Town

off

Duty

FotoSwipe founders Brad Rubin, left, and Sylvain Dufour

“We never end up talking about the game itself or its technicalities,
if we did an awesome backhand or something. Every time we switch
sides or do a water break, we’re talking about FotoSwipe.”

S

– Sylvain Dufour, co-founder, FotoSwipe photo sharing app,
who plays tennis weekly with co-founder Brad Rubin

ylvain Dufour and Brad Rubin launched FotoSwipe last October and it reached half a million downloads
in half a year. “People are sharing about 1.4 million photos per second,” Rubin says of the app, which allows
users to literally swipe photos from one smartphone’s screen to another, regardless of whether the phones
use iOS (Apple’s processing system) or Android. Once a week, they head from their HQ Raleigh headquarters to
Millbrook Exchange Park for a quick tennis match. “It’s good to get on the court,” Rubin says. “You forget about
everything else in life and you just focus on tennis. It’s that escape for me.” Dufour agrees, and says it may factor
into forward planning. “Our future office, if it’s big enough, will have a ping pong table.”
To learn more, visit fotoswipe.com or search for it in your phone’s App Store.
photograph by TRAVIS LONG
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THE DOGS

STYLE

of

They came in sizes small and large. Drooly ones and shy ones. Some could barely
stand still; others were clearly ready for their close-up. One leapt into my lap between
every shot. Another tackled the backdrop.
With a Father’s Day gift assortment of beautiful ties, hats, and scarves on hand, the
challenge was interesting: How to match each item with its best canine model? This
was no small task.
One of the challenges was figuring out which dogs were willing and able to wear
a hat – and also had the right-shaped head. It turns out no dog has the right-shaped
head. Then there was the Hat Sinking Factor. This, I learned, is when the hat-wearing
text and photographs by JULI LEONARD
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Thanks to our retail sources: Bailey’s Fine Jewelry; Edge of Urge; Great Outdoor Provision Co.; Kannon’s Clothing; Lumina Clothing.

SUMMER

Opposite: Alfred, a terrier mix, could be ready for a day at the track in his
Goorin Brothers plaid driving cap.
This page, left: Nela, a Rhodesian ridgeback, just might throw back a craft
beer or two in a hipster navy straw fedora by Milani.
Below: Linwood, a terrier mix in a striped bow tie by Tie Bar, looks ready
for a spot of croquet.

dog sinks lower and lower with the most mournful
look…until the offending chapeau finally falls right off.
Portrait shoots with dogs – with or without hats and
ties – require a well-honed checklist. The right treats (did
you know some dogs are grain-free?!); Towels for wiping
drool; A squeaky toy with just the right pitch of squeak;
A sense of humor; A quick finger. Plenty of advance rehearsals of my monkey coo are also important. I need to
be able to tease out the perfect head tilt.
Amazingly, it all came together. It was interesting to
see how the dogs began to emerge as anthropomorphized
human characters. Transformed by a hat, one became
a golfer; another’s bowtie made him a dead-ringer for
a dapper Brooklynite. And all of them allowed us our
laughter and our typecasting – all for one simple thing –
a cookie.
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Robert Jensen necktie (KANNON’S); Trucker hat by Outdoor Research (GREAT OUTDOOR PROVSION CO.); Cotton bowtie (LUMINA CLOTHING); Seersucker bowtie by Sewn to the Bone (EDGE OF URGE).

Clockwise from top left: Ralphie, a Bullmastiff in a striped necktie, just might have a bridge to sell you; Boomer, a yellow labrador retriever, is ready for the weekend in a trucker hat;
Charlie, a mix of dachshund, beagle, and “something fluffy,” is trustworthy in a cotton bowtie; Barney, a boykin spaniel, goes courtin’ in striped green seersucker.

Brackish bowtie (BAILEY’S FINE JEWELRY); Indigo denim bowtie (LUMINA CLOTHING); Brackish bowtie (BAILEY’S FINE JEWELRY); Red fedora (VINTAGE).

STYLE

Clockwise from top left: Tiny, a Brussels griffon, is spiffy in a bowtie made from real feathers; Winnie, a vizsla pup, couldn’t be sweeter in old-fashioned indigo cotton;
Argos, a weimaraner, is a hit with the ladies in his feathers; Nuru, a great dane, considers the possibilities of a vintage red fedora.
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Raleighites

FATHER
knows BEST
by ANN BROOKE RAYNAL
photographs by EVE KAKASSY HOBGOOD

“Sundays too my father got up early
and put his clothes on in the blue-black cold

S

then with cracked hands that ached
from labor in the weekday weather made
banked fires blaze. No one ever thanked him.”

So goes the first stanza of Those Winter Sundays, Robert
Hayden’s ode to the unselfish and unsung work of fathers. As we
get ready to celebrate Father’s Day, Walter pays homage to those
dads and to the work of their hands, the businesses they have built
from the ground up, and to the examples they have set for the children who follow in their footsteps.
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MEN AT WORK: Mike Phillips and Mike Phillips Jr. HOBGOOD ARCHITECTS: Paul, Kenneth, and Patrick Hobgood

KICKIN’ IT
Mike Phillips and son Mike Phillips Jr. are building quite
an empire along South Street. A year ago, Mike Jr.’s Men at
Work Kustom Kicks, which buys, sells, trades, restores, and designs shoes, opened down the street from his father’s thriving
Men at Work Car Care Center and Men at Work Barber Shop.
The new business is also booming.
“I pitched the idea to my Dad, who believed in me before
I had any other believers,” says Mike Jr., who has inherited his
father’s work ethic and gut instinct. “I’ve learned how to be a
good leader and a good boss. My Dad always has a smile on his
face.” Mike Jr.’s own effervescent grin is another happy inheritance. His father’s well-known cheer and booming, joyful voice
have inspired loyalty and friendship among countless employees and customers.
Now that his son is in the game, too, South Street is a busy
place. On Saturday mornings, Mike Jr.’s customers queue up
long before the doors open. “What I have learned is that people will do anything for shoes,” Mike Jr. says. “We customize 10
pairs of shoes a day and sell 30 pairs.”
Mike Jr., 21, began customizing his own shoes two years
ago, stripping off the factory paint and adding his own colors,
fabrics, and motifs. Soon he was taking orders from friends
who wanted to wear his designs. “Shoes are a status symbol,”
he says. “And also a way to express yourself.”
Mike Jr.’s revamped kicks might be wrapped in UNC or
Duke University logos, or feature the Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles. One of his most popular styles is the “galaxy,” a black
shoe with colorful painted constellations.
The young entrepreneur rarely customizes extremely highend shoes. “People collect them; they want them to be pristine.”
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He points to a pair of Pumas on the rack. “Those are $3,000,”
he mentions casually. “A shoe could sell for $10,000 if it’s rare.
The price of the shoe is whatever the community agrees on.”
The store attracts a lot of teenage boys. “This is a safe place
to buy, sell, and trade shoes,” he says, as opposed to street-corner trades arranged online. “Parents would rather see kids
coming here.” His Dad would agree.
TALENT TO SPARE
When Kenneth Hobgood changed the name of his firm after 25 years – from Kenneth Hobgood Architects to Hobgood
Architects – he ushered in a new era and underlined just how
much he values his relationship with his two sons, Paul and
Patrick, who now work with him. “I’m frankly thrilled that
they’re here with me. But it would never have worked,” he admits, “if they weren’t so talented.”
Working with Paul and Patrick has turned the onetime
lone wolf into a believer in collaboration. “I realized that the
work I was doing with Paul was so much better than the vision
I had in my own head,” he says. He began working with Paul in
2008 and had taught him in a studio class at N.C. State. Paul’s
abilities even then, he says, bowled him over.
Patrick joined his father and brother a year and a half ago
after eight years in New York working for Rem Koolhaas’s Office for Metropolitan Architecture, or OMA.
The sons call their father a “pure artist,” and their willingness to push the business development side of the firm has
created space for Kenneth to focus on his craft. Hobgood Architects has taken on many more commercial projects with the
sons on board, though the firm still takes on residential work.
Kenneth says he enjoys the mix.

The firm recently completed a massive all-glass residence
in Kuwait, but the three architects are equally excited by projects in booming Raleigh. “Getting in on the growth and doing
it right – it’s exciting,” says Paul.
Their collaboration “made us better,” Kenneth says. “Paul
and Patrick have different approaches, and that’s such a plus –
it just magnifies our design capability. I adore my sons as much
as I do my work,” he says, before adding a quick correction:
“More.”
IT’S A CLASSIC
Walk into Nowell’s Clothing on North Market Drive
and you might think you’ve died and gone to preppy heaven.
Tables are spread with brightly colored bow ties and button

working on increasing Nowell’s online presence. How does she
feel about working with so many family members? “It’s awesome,” she says. “You have to find your niche, but everybody
gets along great.”
Matt Nowell actually tried to discourage the children from
going into the family business, citing the long hours. “Especially at the holiday season when it’s seven days a week,” Matt says.
But Karen loves the busy times: “The energy around here when
everybody is holiday shopping is just contagious.”
Their 2002 move to North Raleigh is bringing in a whole
new customer base. “Kids bring their parents in, and the parents get hooked,” says Schooner. Nowell’s has always attracted
older men who want classic styles, but recently they have noticed that the store is bringing in a younger customer. We’re

NOWELL'S CLOTHING: LuBet, Gwynn ("Schooner"), and Karen Nowell

down shirts, T-shirts, and visors. Blazers and dress pants fill
the back room. With brands like Peter Millar, Hickey Freeman,
Vineyard Vines, and Southern Tide, Nowell’s prides itself on
carrying everything a well-dressed Southerner needs for any
occasion.
“We’ve been doing ‘classic’ since the very beginning. And
‘preppy’ for 50 years,” says LuBet Nowell, granddaughter of Arthur Nowell, who founded the business in 1921. From its beginnings on Fayetteville Street, during a long sojourn in Cameron
Village, and in its current location in North Raleigh, Nowell’s
has remained in the family and true to its purpose.
Siblings LuBet, Matt, and Gwynn “Schooner” Nowell have
carried on the work of their father and grandfather, and have
also made room for the next generation. Karen Nowell, Schooner’s daughter, who started working in the stock room at age
12, now assists her father and aunt with buying. She is also

getting teenagers and 20-to-30-year-olds,” says Schooner.
“They know what they want. And now they know where to
find it.”
PERENNIALLY LOGAN’S
“The gardening metaphor is so perfect for what we are
trying to do at Logan’s,” says Leslie Logan of the business her
grandfather Robert Logan began 50 years ago. “Being able to
plant our rows in the sunshine, see where things need pruning
or cutting back, planning and waiting patiently, identifying
new areas for growth. And then realizing in the harvest just
how much work from so many people has gone into it.”
Leslie and brother Joshua have recently assumed the management of Logan's Trading Company from their parents, Julie
and Robert Logan Jr. “I didn’t realize when I was growing up
just how much I was learning from him,” says Joshua of his
JUNE/JULY 2015 | 63

MOBLEY'S SHOES: Andrew, Sammy, and Cliffton Mobley LOGAN TRADING COMPANY: Julie, Robert, Joshua, and Leslie Logan

father. “I just thought I was having a happy childhood.”
Leslie oversees day-to-day operations and accounting, and
Joshua works on longer-range planning. Both are proud to be
continuing a successful family business, and they think they’ve
found the key: “really good customer service, and integration
with the larger community.”
The anchor of Seaboard Station, Logan’s is community-oriented and family-friendly. It has always remained closed
on Sundays. “People need that time to focus on life beyond
work. And it’s reliable downtime for everybody,” Joshua says.
Logan’s work to ease hunger and provide agricultural education with projects like Plant a Row for the Hungry, Pilot Farm,
and House of Joy speaks to the family’s commitment to a wider
mission.
In keeping with its focus on the community, Logan’s will
celebrate its 50th anniversary June 20 with a free party for the
public, including food and music.
BIG SHOES
Generations of Raleigh children have taken their first
steps in white Stride Rite walkers from Mobley’s shoes. The
children’s shoe store has been a Raleigh tradition since Sam
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and Rachel Mobley opened it in 1950, and it’s carried on today
by son Sammy and grandsons Andrew and Cliffton Mobley.
Sammy was put in charge of the North Hills store as a
young man, and says he always appreciated the trust his father
placed in him. “I had free rein to do as I saw fit,” he says. It’s a
freedom he has tried to give to his own sons, who work with
him at the Stonehenge Market store.
“My sons are great at spotting new trends,” Sammy says. “I
only question them when they’re wrong.”
“He lets us make our mistakes,” Cliffton agrees.
“He’s always teaching us in ways we can’t see, without telling us that’s what he’s doing,” Andrew says. “I’ve learned how
to be patient. You have to have an easygoing relaxed personality when you are constantly with customers.”
Some things about retail haven’t changed, though. The
hours are long, and free time on the weekends is hard to come
by. “We try to accommodate each other and look out for each
other,” says Cliffton. But all three men understand the necessity of good customer service. “I think I taught my sons what my
father taught me: The business doesn’t run itself. You have to
be in the store. You have to be present for customers to get to
know you and trust you.”

Discover

The Grove at Fallon Park

In one of the most historic areas of Downtown Raleigh,
Grove at Fallon Park brings luxury townhomes to
Five Points. And it’s just one of our seventeen communities
in The Triangle. From Townhomes to Executive Estates.

For more information
919-607-1317 or salesraleigh@mihomes.com

mihomes.com
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NEED FOR

at the Wake County
Speedway

J

Just fifteen minutes from downtown Raleigh lies a thunderous land of
revving race cars, bologna sandwiches, and if you’re (un)lucky, maybe a few
flips, fires, and crashes, too.
A breezy April evening promises favorable weather for opening night at
Wake County Speedway, though the air is heavy with a mix of tawny pollen
and burning rubber. As dusk settles, drivers run practice laps, wriggling side
to side to warm the tires. There are the Legends, 5/8-scale replicas of 1930s
and 1940s American autos, and the spunky Bandoleros driven by racers between the ages of 5 and 15 years old. Even a clunky wood-paneled station
wagon takes a lap.
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SPEED

by TINA HAVER CURRIN
photographs by JILL KNIGHT
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They’re all getting ready to race on one of the shortest, fastest, most intense tracks there is – a quarter-mile, banked oval
that packs more action into one lap than any you’ll find anywhere else in the Triangle on a Friday night in summer.
This evening marks the 53rd consecutive season for the track
built by Glenn and Marvin Simpkins in 1962. It remained a clay
oval for its first 25 years – like the more than 700 clay tracks
across the United States, including 14 in North Carolina. But
it was the coat of asphalt laid in 1987, as well as its unique Friday night schedule (most tracks race on Saturdays), that set the
Wake County Speedway apart. Attendance increased by 20 percent after the track was paved, ushering in a new era for the
speedway.
This year, another new era begins. Former racer Mike Stodder and his wife Kristie bought and took over operations of the
Wake County Speedway in January. Joining them is veteran announcer, racer, and dirt track owner Charlie Hansen, who serves
as vice president of operations for this year’s racing season. Together, they’ve devoted the first quarter of the year to upgrading
the facilities and singing the praises of the short-track race.
“My favorite part of the speedway is the size,” says Mike Stod68 | WALTER

der, who raced at Wake County from 1989 to 1994. “The quarter-mile paved and banked racetrack is few and far between. The
action is close, and the fans can see the whole track from the
grandstands. It definitely enhances the entertainment factor.”
He’s right: This is no Charlotte Motor Speedway. That impressive mile-and-a-half track holds annual NASCAR races like
the Coca-Cola 600 and the Sprint All-Star Race. No such name
brands here, but these races pack a different kind of wallop:
They’re fast, aggressive, and brief – between 20 and 60 laps per
division. And you can watch them happen up close.
“I’ll be honest with you,” says Hansen, his southern lilt dropping in pitch as he levels with a visitor. “In NASCAR, the cars
can get so spread out and it’s five hundred laps. Sometimes I’m
like, ‘Just wake me up when it’s over.’ But a short track makes for
such great racing. There’s really no comparison. And then put
15 or 20 cars in each class,” Hansen continues, “and it just gets
super exciting.”
It’s a whole lot of action in a small package. If you’re looking for the speedway on Google Maps, it’s a barely visible blip.
Zoom in a bit, and you’ll see that the baseball diamond across
the street rivals it in size.

A good little time

Fans who arrive at the speedway when the grandstand gates
open at 6 p.m. watch mechanics make final tweaks to the late
models – the highest class of local stock car racing, and arguably the stars of the show – or get their checkered flags signed
by Tommy in the flagstand.
“We call that one the Clark Griswold,” comes the announcement over the loudspeaker as the station wagon leaves the pit.
The reference to Chevy Chase’s jalopy-driving character in
National Lampoon’s Vacation gets a round of applause. With the
number 83 splashed across its side, the Griswold is ready to
compete in a brand-new division for beginners: The Bomber
class.
Hansen and the Stodders are working hard to keep things
interesting. Despite a half-century of success, the new owners
worry that unless they’re careful, short-track racing – paved or
otherwise – might go the way of other old-fashioned Southern
pastimes. That’s why they’ve spent so much time this season on
upgrades and meticulous fixes, working through the night to
fill in potholes, tweak the stadium’s audio and lighting, and
coat everything in a fresh layer of paint.
THE TEAM

Clockwise from top left: Mike Stodder, Charlie
Hansen, and Dennis Sargent. Stodder and his wife,
Kristie, took over operations of the speedway in
January, and Hansen is this race season’s VP of
operations. Sargent is an attorney by day, but race
director by night.
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SPEEDWAY SCENES

Clockwise from top left: Greg Ray
checks with driver Joe Heigl in the
pit before the start of a race; fans
in the Speedway’s stands; driver
Zachary Marks makes final preparations to his car before a race;
Aiden Blackmon, 5, and Peyton
Misselhorn, 10, take turns waving
a checkered flag.
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“The interest level in short-track racing hasn’t been there the
way it was in the ’70s, ’80s and ’90s,” says Hansen, with a sigh.
“If we’re not careful, we’ll slip into the drive-in movie mode,
where there just aren’t any left. The bottom line is that we’re in
competition for the entertainment dollar, and that’s what we
have to do. Entertain.”
Stodder, unlike many of his rural counterparts, is from North
Raleigh. One of his goals for this season is to raise awareness
of the track and expand the demographic of race attendees. “I
have a friend who attended the opener who had never been to
any kind of a race before,” he says. “He and his daughter had a
great time, but they had no idea there was even a facility like
this in the area. That is our biggest struggle. It’s been here and
running since 1962, but so many people don’t know about us.”
Attendance doesn’t seem to be a problem on opening night.
As the sky grows dark, the stands fill to capacity. Fans in baseball caps and race shirts lug coolers up the blue bleachers or the
nearby grassy hill – the Speedway is BYOB. Many spectators
arrive early to watch practice and qualifying rounds, though
some wait until the rubber really hits the road at 8:30 p.m.
“There’s a good, core base of people who come every week,
who have been coming every week since they were little kids,”
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PIT STOP

the scenes, rattling into a two-way radio
and ensuring the event runs smoothly
Above: Racer Justin Fussell is quick
from start to finish.
to thank his friends, family, and
“My job is to make sure that everybody
sponsors, including KFC.
does what they’re supposed to on and off
the track,” he explains. “We have a drivers’ meeting every race to talk about things that went right or
wrong. I have officials in radio contact with me, and people who
work for the track that I direct to make the show run efficiently.
It’s a big team effort.”
Some might say Sargent was born to race. His grandfather,
father, and uncle were all drivers, and now, his 17-year-old son has
taken up the hobby, too. Those family ties are what Sargent finds
Hansen says, gesturing to the 100-odd spectators lining up for
so special about the short track.
their tickets. “A lot of people have a passion for Wake County
“If you go in the pits, especially at Wake County, you’ll see
that you don’t find at other tracks, especially because this is the
most of the race teams are full of parents and children and hus53rd consecutive year. We try our best to make it a fair atmobands and wives. Generations of families, all involved,” he says.
sphere every other week. It’s a good little time.”
“My Dad and I go to races together every weekend from March
until November. In fact, part of the deal for me to take the job at
Dennis Sargent Jr.
Wake County is that I had to get a free pass for my Dad.”
By day, Dennis Sargent Jr. (photo pg. 69) is an attorney with
his own law firm in Cary. His military background is apparent in
Melanie Jones
his firm posture and crisp suit, not to mention his stern-looking
Of course, there are the driver rivalries and swapping paint
mustache. But on Friday nights in the summer, he wears another
(for the uninitiated: That’s when two cars bang or bump into
hat: race director. Get Sargent talking about short-track racing,
each other while jockeying for position). But one of the most
and his posture loosens; he’s as friendly and enthusiastic as they
talked-about features of the Wake County Speedway doesn’t occome.
cur on the track. It’s the fried bologna sandwich.
“Short-track racing is not like what you see on TV. During
“The fried bologna sandwich is a tradition that has been
the day, I’m an attorney. Mike, the owner, also runs a digital
passed down over the years,” says Melanie Jones (photo top left),
printing business,” he says. “You may have friends that you don’t
owner of Jonesy’s Concession & Catering. Jones has provided the
even know are involved in racing. It’s local people with real jobs
concessions for the Wake County Speedway for the last three
during the week who come out every weekend, who spend their
years, though the legendary bologna sandwich has been around
hard-earned money to put on a show for the fans.”
for more than a decade.
Though he’s been racing for 15 years, Sargent takes on a new
“We took it to the next level and now have fried bologna
role this season as the Speedway’s race director. Now he’s behind
Left: Melanie Jones and her famous
fried bologna sandwich.
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burgers,” Jones says. “They are bigger than the standard bologna
sandwiches. We want our customers to get their money’s worth.”
Even though coolers are allowed in the stadium, Jones estimates that she serves more than 300 customers every race. The
most popular item, of course, is the fried bologna burger, but
fans, drivers, and speedway staff also line up for Red Snapper hot
dogs and ooey-gooey cheesesteak fries (a Jonesy’s original).
Her favorite part of race nights? “Our interaction with the
customers. Wake County Speedway has some of the nicest customers we serve,” Jones says. “A lot of customers bring their kids.
We hear stories of how people grew up coming to the track,
and now they are bringing their kids and their grandkids to the
speedway. It really is a family event.”

Justin Fussell

Ask Justin Fussell (photo previous page) if he wants to talk about
racing, and he’ll laugh at you.
“Do I want to talk about racing?” he scoffs. “That’s the best
question to ask a race car driver!”
By day, Justin Fussell works at Fussell Tire in Apex alongside
his mother and father, Kent and Teresa. By night – and he estimates it’s pretty much every night – he works on his car, preparing for the next race.
It’s Friday night when we speak, and if everything were going
according to plan, he’d be running through qualifying rounds
at the racetrack. But due to inclement weather, Fussell is doing

interviews instead.
“I’m kinda bummed out about the race,” he admits. “You’re
working on your car the whole time and then you get right down
to it and it doesn’t happen. It’s just horrible! But I understand.”
Though he’s frustrated at the prospect of waiting two more
weeks until the next race, Fussell is kind and humble when he
speaks. He insists on including his sponsors (KFC, Hurricane
Grill & Wings, Locklear Roofing, and of course, Fussell Tire), as
well as his crew chief, Victor Safarian, when mentioning his success. He’s thankful most of all to his friends and family, who have
supported him as a first-generation driver.
But don’t think for a second that humility means he’s passive
on the track. At the helm of a battered orange Mustang (number
07, if you’re looking), Fussell took first place in his division on
opening night, and he won the championship last year, too.
“I just love going in circles,” he says with a laugh. “There’s
something about getting close to other cars. You have a great
time watching somebody wreck; you have a great time watching
somebody win. I just love everything about racing.”
Fussell started racing go-karts when he was 13 and immediately fell in love with the sport. As soon as he graduated high
school, he began working 40 hours a week to save enough money
to pursue his passion. These days, he waits patiently each week,
counting down the time until he can next get on the track.
“From the time I was seven years old, I knew exactly what I
wanted to do,” he says. “I just wanted to race.”
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STORY

of a house

A LITTLE SPOT

THE ART OF LIVING

this page: Inspired by the textures in Bali, the homeowner hand-sculpted this “pouf” which sits beneath a
landscape painting by Raleigh artist Frances Crawford.
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opposite: On the dining room mantle, the figure at
left is by sculptor Mickey Gault. The painting’s vibrant
colors and “the way it was painted” are the owner’s
favorite elements of the work. The crocodile skull was
a gift, and the painted wooden face is South American.

of

HER OWN

by
JESMA REYNOLDS
photographs by
CATHERINE NGUYEN

A Cameron Park homeowner with a gypsy spirit and
eastern North Carolina roots
lives an artful and enchanted bungalow life
JUNE/JULY 2015 | 77

I

If it’s true that the supreme art is the art of living, then
Cameron Park is home to a master. In a charming bungalow
tucked away on a leafy street, this artistic homeowner has
created an unexpected jewel.
“With a little home you can do anything,” she says. No
rules to break, no styles to follow. Instead, the petite
residence is a blank canvas for the homeowner’s creative eye
and adventurous spirit.
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BOHEMIAN CHIC
Opposite: An Indonesian desk was repurposed as a dining table. The
bowl in the center was handmade by the owner. A rug from Morocco
rests beneath.

Treasures collected from her years of far-flung travel commingle with eclectic art and sculptures by the homeowner herself. Her
passion for animals is reflected in decorative objects and two lively,
tail-wagging dogs who greet a visitor at the door.
From the time she was young, the homeowner says she “always
had a little spot I could call my own.” So it was a no brainer more
than 30 years ago for her to buy this diminutive cottage, originally
built for the next-door family’s daughter.
One of the first things she did after buying the house was to
open up a passageway from the front room (now the dining room)
to the rest of the house. She lifted and reshaped a doorway to resemble the bow of a ship, and crafted a curved niche opposite in
order to echo the boat motif and provide a glimpse into the kitchen. Though subtle, these changes create a sense of space and give
the feeling of being transported on a journey. It’s fitting, because
while the house is small, there is much to explore.
The homeowner’s own art is a good place to start. As a longtime
state government employee who has since retired, she spent her off
hours learning to sculpt. She began taking classes in 1993, inspired
by the work of Mickey Gault, who is now her teacher. She has kept
up regular lessons with Gault ever since.
» continued on pg. 128

This page: A previously narrow doorway, above left, was lifted and
opened to resemble a ship’s bow. A Lady for All Seasons, sculpted by the
owner, sits on top of an ornate pedestal and resides between a Haitian
painting and a gentleman’s portrait, above right. Mexican masks follow
the line of the arched door opening, below.
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ENCHANTED WOODS
Clockwise from top left: Artifacts in the garden; a small guest house/
storage unit connects to the main house along a wooden deck marked
by a whimsical chandelier. Pottery, travel books, and greenery enliven
the coffee table in the living room. The owner’s dogs Daisy and Sophie
lounge on the back deck.
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MUCH TO DISCOVER
Clockwise from top: The spacious sunken living room brims with art
and antiques. At right, a detail of the parrot bowl sculpted by the
owner. A deep love of animals led to collecting the fanciful creatures
above.
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at the

TABLE

PICNIC

W

tapas

photographs by

CATHERINE NGUYEN

Whether you’re headed to an outdoor concert, a garden party,
or just the park, this is prime picnic time. Think beyond cheese plates
and PB&Js with this tapas-style grazing menu of recipes from a few of
our favorite local chefs.
They’re all easy to pack. They all keep well. Guacamole, bruschetta,
and broccoli and chicken salads are all crowd-pleasers; the surprise
of a marinated squid (or shrimp) salad makes it a meal to remember.
So does a pitcher of sangria and a plateful of tartlets piled high with
blueberries. This is one eclectic feast that offers something for everyone – which is what summertime picnicking is all about, right?
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POPPYSEED MARKET’S BROCCOLI
SALAD
Serves 6 - 8
2-3 large crowns fresh broccoli, washed and
cut into bite-size pieces
1 cup dried cranberries

Champagne vinegar, chives, parsley, yogurt,
mustard, 2 tablespoons honey, lime juice, and
salt in a blender. Blend on high until smooth.
Mix arugula, radish, pumpkin seeds, and marinated squid with the dressing and serve.
Tazza Kitchen: 432 Woodburn Rd. (Cameron Village), 919-835-9463, tazzakitchen.com

½ cup roasted sunflower seeds
1 pound red seedless grapes
½ pound bacon, cooked and crumbled (optional)
2 cups mayonnaise
½ cup apple cider vinegar
½ cup sugar
Combine broccoli, cranberries, sunflower
seeds, grapes, and bacon in a bowl. Combine
mayonnaise, apple cider vinegar, and sugar,
and pour over the broccoli mixture. Refrigerate for 15-20 minutes, or until ready to serve.
Poppyseed Market: 8801 Leadmine Rd., 919-8704997; poppyseedmkt.com

TAZZA KITCHEN’S CHILLED SQUID
SALAD

ANNELORE’S GERMAN BAKERY’S
BLUEBERRY TARTLETS
Makes 6 tartlets
For crust:
1 ¼ cups all-purpose flour
½ cup confectioner’s sugar, sifted
Pinch of salt
8 tablespoons unsalted butter, chilled, cut into
small pieces
2 large egg yolks, beaten
For filling:
3 cups fresh blueberries, rinsed and dried
2 tablespoons cornstarch
2 tablespoons fresh lemon juice
²/³ cup sugar

Serves 4 - 6
5 pounds squid, tubes and tentacles, cleaned
(fresh squid is best, but frozen is a fine substitute. Shrimp will also work well.)
¼ cup olive oil
¼ cup pineapple juice
2 tablespoons red onions pickled in vinegar
¼ cup vinegar used to pickle red onions
2 tablespoons + 3 tablespoons honey
2 teaspoons pequin chili, finely chopped
2 ½ pounds English cucumber
¹/³ cup champagne vinegar
2 tablespoons chives, chopped
2 tablespoons parsley, chopped
3 tablespoons plain yogurt
2 tablespoons dijon mustard
3 tablespoons lime juice
1 tablespoon salt
¾ cup arugula
½ cup watermelon radish, thinly sliced
¼ cup pumpkin seeds, toasted
Preheat a well-oiled large cast-iron pan over
high heat. Lightly oil squid tubes and tentacles. Working in small batches, so as not to
crowd the squid, sear the squid pieces until
brown on the outside but just white through
the flesh, about three minutes per side. (Be
sure to pat squid dry thoroughly with a paper
towel before searing to get maximum char.)
When all squid is charred, let cool to room
temperature, then slice tubes thinly and halve
the tentacles if necessary. Combine squid
with olive oil, red onion vinegar, pineapple
juice, 2 tablespoons honey, and pequin chili.
Whisk until well combined. Add pickled red
onions, toss, and refrigerate for at least one
hour and up to four hours.
Preheat an oiled cast-iron pan on high. Slice
cucumbers lengthwise and lay cut-side-down
in pan. Cook on high until well charred, about
4-5 minutes per side. Remove from pan and
let cool. Combine cooled cucumbers with

Make filling: Bring ¼ cup water and 1 cup of
berries to a boil over high heat. Reduce heat
and simmer. Stir occasionally, until berries
start to break down slightly, about 3-4 minutes. In a small bowl, mix cornstarch with
2 tablespoons water. Stir into berry mixture.
Add lemon juice and sugar. Bring to a boil,
then reduce heat. Simmer and stir for 30 to 60
seconds, or until the mixture starts to thicken. Remove from heat and stir in remaining
fresh berries.
Immediately pour hot berry mixture into
cooled tart shell.
Annelore’s German Bakery: State Farmers Market,
1249 Agriculture St. (under the large white tent near
produce stands), 919-294-8040, facebook.com/AnneloresGermanBakery. (During the summer, you can
find Annelore’s at the Downtown Farmers’ Market,
too, at City Plaza on Fayetteville Street.)

NEOMONDE’S MEDITERRANEAN
CHICKEN SALAD
Serves 6 - 8
4 large chicken breasts
¼ cup olive oil
¼ teaspoon salt
1 garlic clove, finely minced
For marinade:
2 medium garlic cloves, finely minced to a paste
1 teaspoon dried oregano
½ teaspoon dried basil
¼ cup balsamic vinegar (preferably barrel aged)
3 teaspoons lime juice
¼ cup olive oil
¼ teaspoon salt
¼ teaspoon black pepper
For salad:
32 ounces chickpeas
1 medium green pepper, chopped
1 medium red pepper, chopped
2 medium garlic cloves plus ¼ tsp. salt, minced
to a fine paste
1 cup fresh basil, finely chopped
¼ cup olive oil
2 teaspoons balsamic vinegar (preferably barrel
aged)
2 teaspoons lime juice
½ teaspoon dried basil
½ teaspoon dried oregano
Rub chicken breasts with olive oil, salt, and
garlic and grill until done. Remove from grill
and let rest for 5 minutes.

Make crusts: Preheat oven to 350 degrees
Fahrenheit. Combine flour, sugar and salt in
the bowl of a food processor. Pulse several
times to blend the dry ingredients. Add butter, pulse until butter is the size of peas, then
add egg yolks and pulse until dough is moist
and crumbly. Pat dough into a disk and wrap
in plastic. Refrigerate for 1 hour or overnight.
Roll out dough and use to line four 3 ½ to 4
inch tartlet pans with removable bottoms.
Prick bottoms with a fork. Place tartlet pans
on a baking sheet and refrigerate until firm.
Bake tartlet shells until golden brown, about
12 to 15 minutes. Let cool completely.

Meanwhile, mix the marinade ingredients together.
Cut grilled chicken breasts into bite-sized
cubes and place in the marinade. Combine
grilled, marinated chicken with chickpeas,
peppers, more garlic, olive oil, vinegar, lime
juice, basil, and oregano and garnish with
fresh basil. Serve over spinach or wrap in a
pita to serve.
Neomonde: 3817 Beryl Rd. and 10235 Chapel Hill
Rd. (Morrisville), 919-828-1628, neomonde.com
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CAFFE LUNA’S BRUSCHETTA CAPRINO
Serves 4 - 6
1 ½ cups balsamic vinegar
One large baguette
12 ounces goat cheese, room temperature
½ lemon, zested
3 teaspoons fresh thyme, chopped + more for
garnish
Salt and pepper to taste
Simmer balsamic vinegar on low heat for around
thirty minutes, or until reduced to a molasses-like
consistency. While it heats, slice one large baguette on the bias and brush with olive oil. Grill,
bake, or broil it as you like and set aside.
Use an electric mixer with a paddle attachment
to stir goat cheese at slow speed until smooth
and creamy. Fold in 3 teaspoons fresh thyme
and lemon zest and add salt and pepper to taste.
Spread mixture over the grilled bread and drizzle
with reduced balsamic vinegar and a bit of olive
oil. Garnish with more fresh thyme.
Caffe Luna: 136 E. Hargett St., 919-832-6090,
cafeluna.com

HAPPY & HALE’S KOMBUCHA SANGRIA
Serves 4 - 6
2 oranges
2 apples
2 carrots
2-inch thumb of ginger root
750 milliliters merlot
8 ounces Tribucha rosemary sage kombucha tea
Freshly juice oranges, apples, carrots, and ginger
root. Add merlot and top off with Tribucha kombucha tea. Garnish with 4 orange wheels.
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HAPPY & HALE’S “BRETT KELLY’S
FAMOUS” GUACAMOLE
Serves 4 - 6
4 avocados
1 tablespoon jalapeños
¼ cup roasted corn
¼ cup diced onions
¼ cup diced cilantro
1 ½ limes, juiced
Combine all ingredients well and serve with corn
tortilla chips.
Happy & Hale: 443 Fayetteville St., 919-307-4148,
happyandhale.com

Some Like it Hot!
with Donovan's Dish

www.donovansdish.com

919-651-8309

Essential ingredient

by Kaitlyn Goalen

Plucked fresh,

blueberries deliver

I

In recent years, the concept of eating seasonally has morphed
from a lofty goal to expected practice among food lovers. This is
largely a good thing for all of the reasons that you’ve probably already heard: a tomato simply tastes better in July than in February,
the carbon footprint is lower when food isn’t flown in from Mexico,
and so on and so forth.
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ORANGE BLOSSOM PAVLOVAS WITH
BLUEBERRIES AND PISTACHIOS
Serves 8
4 egg whites, room temperature
½ tablespoon cornstarch
1 cup plus 1 tablespoon sugar, divided
1 teaspoon white vinegar
1 teaspoon orange-flower water
2 cups fresh blueberries
3 tablespoons lemon juice
2 tablespoons dark rum
½ cup chopped pistachios
Preheat the oven to 275°. Line a large baking sheet with
parchment paper and trace 8 equal circles (3 to 4 inches
in diameter) on the paper.
In a clean bowl, whip the egg whites with an electric
mixer until they reach soft peaks, about 5 minutes. Sift
together the corn starch and sugar in a medium bowl,
then add the sugar mixture by the tablespoon to the egg
white mixture, beating after each addition. Continue to
whip the whites; they should stiffen.
In a bowl, combine the vinegar and orange-flower water. Sprinkle over the top of the whites, and whip until
stiff peaks form and look glossy.
Spoon the whites into the circles on the parchment, using the back of the spoon to form a small well in the
center of each pavlova. Transfer to the oven and reduce
the heat to 250°. Bake for 1 hour. Then turn off the oven
and crack the oven door, leaving the pavlovas inside.
Let cool completely. (The pavlovas can be made up to 2
days ahead of time and stored at room temperature in
a Ziploc bag.)
While the pavlovas are baking, place 1 cup of the blueberries, the lemon juice, and the remaining sugar in a
saucepan over medium-low heat. Cook, stirring, until
the blueberries begin to break down and release their
juices, 6 to 8 minutes. Remove the pan from heat and
stir in the rum. Let cool slightly. (The berry sauce can
be made up to 1 week ahead of time and stored in an
airtight container in the refrigerator.)
To serve, divide the pavlovas between 8 plates. Top each
pavlova with a generous spoonful of blueberry sauce, a
few of the remaining fresh berries, and a sprinkling of
chopped pistachios.

As with any prescription, though, eating seasonally can be inconvenient. It certainly was for me. I grew up in Los Angeles, land of sunshine
and year-round produce. Moving to the East Coast, with its defined (and
much shorter) growing seasons, altered what it meant for me to eat produce in its prime. And to be honest, I had to make the change gradually,
one beloved crop at a time. (To be even more honest, there are still ingredients that I eat out of season; nobody’s perfect.)
But I know no better argument for eating locally and seasonally than
a ripe blueberry. Plucked fresh from the bush at peak maturity, these indigo orbs are the perfect balance of sweet and tart. Raw, they satisfy snack
cravings by the handful, and cooked, they release their juices generously,
staining anything they touch with inky purple flavor. Their season is short,
but, in my house, celebratory – for two to three months each summer,
blueberries make their way into salads (they taste amazing when lightly
pickled), breakfast pancakes, and plenty of desserts, not to mention jams
and syrups for cocktails.
Here in Raleigh, we’re lucky to have an abundance of blueberry farmers within close proximity. From June to August, you can drive in pretty
much any direction to a u-pick blueberry farm. It’s an excursion I highly
recommend; blueberry season is short and sweet, so load up while you can.
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Drink

by Kevin Barrett

THIEF
at the

Garden Party
I asked a friend of mine at the bar recently if he had any travel
plans coming up. He’s an adventurous guy who always seems to be
going somewhere off the beaten path or just coming back from a
colorful sojourn.
He smiled at me. “This is my favorite time of year to be in North
Carolina,” he said. “It’s so beautiful. Why would I go anywhere
else?”

photographs by NICK PIRONIO
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Did I mention he’s a very keen man, as well?
North Carolina in spring is why we live here. Dogwoods
and magnolia trees bloom, blueberry bushes start to fruit, and
it’s time to mow the lawn. And mow it again.
It’s also time to tend to the spring garden and prepare for
all of the tomatoes and peppers you’re going to eat right out
of the backyard. It’s time to plant basil and cilantro. Everyone
needs mint, too.
Last year I missed this garden party because of an ill-timed
trip to Guatemala at the beginning of their rainy season. My
keen friend would have never made that mistake. So this year
I’m preparing my crops.
I, like many of you, grow heirloom tomatoes. They are
better than anything you buy at the grocery store. You know
it, I know it, and my dear dog knows it, too. A few years ago he
started stealing tomatoes out of my fruit basket in the kitchen.
Then he discovered he had a nearly endless supply of them in
his own backyard.
A friend did once tell me, “When you have a garden, you
need to grow a little bit extra for the critters.” But Oscar is a
90-pound critter, and he’s a lab, so all he ever wants to do is eat
a little bit extra.
So I had to devise a plan to keep my beloved beast away
from my beloved tomatoes. I didn’t want to fence them off or
use chicken wire, since I like to sit by the garden and have a
drink (that’s where this is going eventually) after working in
the yard. It’s fulfilling to look at your garden in full bloom and
sip on a cocktail.
So, the plan was to outsmart him, which doesn’t usually go
well. I knew he liked tomatoes, apples, carrots, and avocado,
and I knew he didn’t like green beans, ice cubes, or mint. (He’s
been around since the Bush administration, and he’s getting a
little weird in his old age.)
I decided to try to fend him off with lots of mint. I planted
peppermint, spearmint, chocolate mint, and some mint that
was supposedly from Cuba, for mojitos, all around the perimeter of the garden. I would tell you that mint grows itself, but it
actually just completely takes over if you’re not adamant about
fighting back. You have been warned.
I was left with too much mint, a dog that still ate my tomatoes, and a deep thirst from all of the work. The solution was
clear: Make drinks out of all that mint.
This drink can be batched and served from a pitcher for
your friends. You will find it more refreshing than a mojito
after tending the garden or mowing the lawn.

GARDEN PARTY
2 ounces Death's Door Gin, or your
favorite kind
1 ounce fresh lime juice
¾ ounce mint syrup (see below)
4-6 mint leaves
Mint sprig for garnishing

Mint syrup
1 cup sugar
1 cup water
1 cup mint
For mint syrup: Heat sugar and water
until sugar is dissolved, but don’t let
it boil. Add mint and let steep for 20
minutes. Strain mint. Bottle the syrup,
and refrigerate for up to 7 days.
Gently muddle mint in shaker. Add
remaining ingredients to shaker with
fresh ice. Shake and strain into a tall
glass filled with ice. Garnish with a
mint sprig.
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HEAR

DAVE ROSE
Raleigh’s

man behind the curtain

I

by

LIZA ROBERTS

photographs by
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In a modest bungalow along the grassy,
unmowed edge of Raleigh’s Dorothea Dix
Hospital campus, Dave Rose presides over
the Triangle’s most comprehensive music
and entertainment empire.
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FREE, EVERY THURSDAY

Deep South’s two free music
series, Oak City 7 and Pickin’ in
the Plaza, fill Raleigh’s City Plaza
with music every Thursday night
between Memorial Day and
Labor Day.

Unless you’re a music geek or one of Rose’s many, many
friends, you probably don’t know that he is the man behind
the curtain at some of the area’s biggest – and most diverse
– public events, from Gov. Pat McCrory’s Inaugural Ball to
the Out! Raleigh Festival. That he produces free outdoor
music festivals like Oak City 7 and Pickin’ in the Plaza, has
a role in others like ’Cuegrass, and also manages the careers
of artists like Parmalee and Marcy Playground. Or that he
gets public Christmas trees lit and bearded Santa Clauses where they need to be; or that he owns and runs Deep
South the Bar, the downtown live music venue. His most
recent coup, scored just last month: the contract to book
all live entertainment for the N.C. State Fair.
“The elder statesman of the Raleigh music scene” –
as Chuck Price, the Charlotte-based drummer for the
band The Balsa Gliders, calls him – may be “talked about
in hushed tones” by music industry folks, but his musical
tastes and enthusiasms are anything but snobbish. “Dave’s
got a gigantic music tent, and one and all are welcome under it.”
He works hard under that big top, but while music is
his business, “really, what’s behind that is a real desire to
make our community a better place,” says Virginia Parker, Triangle market manager for Bank of America. Parker
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first met Rose in 2009 when she was one of four chairs of
the Junior League of Raleigh’s North Carolina Governor’s
Inaugural Ball the year Beverly Perdue took office. “He
walks in with his pierced ears and funky hair and jeans,
and I’m going, OK, this guy’s going to help us do the Inaugural? But what he brought to the table was a totally different perspective, a very unique and creative perspective.
He wanted to know all about the Junior League, what we
would do with the monies raised, and what we wanted to
achieve, how we wanted the program to resonate. He put
together a music program. And he was paid nothing for his
time.”
Rose has been in the public, many-faceted business of
music and entertainment here for two decades now, and as
he celebrates his company’s 20th anniversary, he’s fired up.
“I think the thing I’m most proud of is that I’m still doing
it. It has never gotten old to me. I just love that we manage
to keep doing this.”
“This” requires a diverse set of skills. From the instinctive ability to spot new talent – his most recent discovery,
found in his own bar, is 19-year-old Greenville native Kasey Tindall, who he says has one of the most distinctive
new voices in country music – to crunching numbers for
a world tour budget for acts like Bruce Hornsby or Little

Feat. “I love all of it,” he says. “There is nothing too big or
small. I love it all.”
With his modish, reddish hair and four earrings (two
per lobe) Rose looks the part of music industry insider. But
his friendly, humble, unabashed enthusiasm is pure fan.
“It’s never been about the money,” Rose says, leaning
back in his lived-in, music-poster-covered, creatively untidy office. It’s “the moment when
music connects with people” that
makes it all worthwhile. “It could
be 20 people in a bar or 40,000
people in a soccer stadium in Europe.”

names of popular local bands in their markets. He got airtime for his bands the same way. It worked. Deep South did
a lot early, and a lot at once. What they didn’t do was leave
town.
Though the prevailing advice was to head to L.A., New
York, or Nashville, Deep South didn’t. “I believed in this
area,” Rose says. And not because he bought the early-’90s

Early days

Deep South got its start in
1995 when Rose founded Deep
South Records with friends Andy
Martin and Amy Cox. Four years
out of N.C. State, their fledgling
label had quick success with artists
like Five For Fighting, Butch Walker, and Marcy Playground, whose
No. 1 hit Sex and Candy shot the
label into the big leagues.
Pre-Internet, Rose found artists like these by calling up radio
stations and record stores around
the country and asking for the

WORK, PLAY

Rose greets Oak City 7 workers
and guests. He’s a “frigtheningly nice guy,” says Balsa Gliders
drummer Chuck Price.
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LOVING IT

Melanie Rose and Dave Rose at Oak City 7. The two
were married last spring.

prediction that Raleigh could become the “next Seattle”
thanks to the success of local musicians like Ryan Adams.
Rose says he thought the Triangle would evolve differently
– as it has – into a marketplace that creates and nurtures a
wide array of music.
From Clay Aiken to Superchunk, Scotty McCreery to
Chatham County Line, “we have all of it,” Rose says. Today,
he says the area’s musical diversity will be “what sustains
us long-term … A lot of places that have a certain sound
(Seattle’s grunge; L.A.’s rock) have faded.”
From the beginning, Rose says, he also believed that
Raleigh’s confluence of universities and creative industries
– from technology to art – made for a music scene with
legs. A place with diverse talent and diverse audiences.
“This is pretty cool,” he recalls thinking. “I think I’ll stay.”
That bold call was at least in part naïve. “Not knowing
what you’re up against is a good thing.” It also keeps your
eyes open. When he had a chance to meet the folks behind
music-sharing website Napster in 1999, Rose says he realized that the industry was about to change – and Deep
South had to diversify. That’s when he started managing
bands, too. Soon, clients included Bruce Hornsby, Little
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Feat, and Stryper. Following those bands to music festivals
around the country got him thinking about how to create
similar outdoor concerts back home. Today, Deep South
puts on 14 free concerts for the community every summer,
all paid for with corporate sponsorships.

Community building

“Our message for the summer is that if it’s Thursday, you gotta be here.” Rose, in shorts and an Oak City
7 T-shirt, is talking early on a pleasant evening last spring
to a bouncy crew of part-time twentysomething staffers.
They’re getting ready to kick off his free Thursday evening
outdoor concert series. Rose’s marching orders, boiled
down: Be Nice. “I want us to be the friendliest bunch of
people ever,” he says. “The only way to get fired is if you’re
not smiling. You are the face and the spirit of Raleigh,
North Carolina.”
Rose walks the talk, high-fiving everyone he comes
across. “Hey man, thanks for being here,” he says to a food
truck owner setting up shop. He spots a couple of policemen on foot. “There they are, keeping us safe,” he says,
pointing them out, then raising his voice to a friendly hol-

ler: “How’s the policing business?” They smile back and
saunter over for a chat.
Some of the thousands of music fans who attend Rose’s
outdoor shows (this summer, he expects 50,000) begin to
filter in. Moms with strollers, college kids, business people in suits. Under a VIP tent in the corner, James Miller,
executive director of the LGBT Center of Raleigh, says he
appreciates the crowd’s diversity. “This event tends to bring
the very polar opposites together,” something Rose is good
at, he says. Miller says he’ll never forget how Rose stuck his
neck out five years ago to put on Out! Raleigh, the LGBT
Center’s giant annual street fair. “They
were one of the only production companies that would touch us.”
Miller believes Rose is “an amazing force in the city of Raleigh, bringing a diversity of thought and content;
an incredible range of musical styles.”
Raleigh Mayor Nancy McFarlane,
standing a few feet away with her rescue dog, agrees. She tries to make it
to as many of Rose’s events as she can,
and says she was “one of the very first
to get on board” the Oak City 7 series,
loving the idea of free live music that
doesn’t cost the city a dime. Not many
could pull that off: “It’s all about Dave.”
The crowd under the tent is
packed with Dave fans. Lawyers, entrepreneurs, nonprofit folks. A few
mention his magic touch not just with
public concerts like this one, but private events too. One elaborate annual

party he produces for a young entrepreneurial couple has
become semi-legendary. “People who know, know to call
Dave,” one says. “He’s definitely got the Midas touch.”
Rose doesn’t overhear any of this praise, because Rose is
working. Walking through the crowds, talking to vendors,
checking in with the guy doing the lighting, asking fans
about the music, taking mental notes. “I’m constantly trying
to push it to be better,” he says.
From his earliest days as a musician in a college band,
Rose was interested in the business side of things. “I remember the first time someone said, ‘Can I buy one of your cassette tapes?’ It blew my mind. I was like: Let me in.” Rose
realized he really loved the business of the business: “I was
way better at selling my music than making it.”
Twenty years later, on just about any given day, in some
part of the Triangle, Rose has a crew out, getting a show on
stage, an event underway. This time of year, it’s nuts. From
April to October, Deep South’s payroll explodes from a Raleigh staff of 8 (there are also 2 in Nashville) to include as
many as 75 part-time workers.
And if he has anything to do with it, those numbers,
and that packed calendar, will only expand. First, he’s got
the State Fair to nail down. And he’s got a twinkle in his
eye from a recent trip to Austin, Texas with the Raleigh
Chamber of Commerce: He wants to take a page out of that
city’s playbook and create a Raleigh live music week – like a
restaurant week, but with bands instead. “To me, the marriage of art and commerce is the most fascinating thing of
all,” he says.
Rose can picture it: Bands finding new audiences; the
contagious Raleigh city spirit; the moment when local music connects with local people – one song at a time.
For more information on Deep South’s free concerts and other events:
OakCity7.com; pickinintheplaza.com; deepsouthentertainment.com.
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Off the beaten path

FOLLOWING

THE OLD ROAD

J

Just southeast of Charlotte, at the big rock that marks the corner of North
and South Carolina – OK, one of many corners, and those corners have actually
been somewhat mobile, but that’s another story – I stood with Dale Loberger, who
lives not far from there. We had walked about four miles to get there, and it was
sunny and humid and most of our way had followed asphalt two-lanes. (That was
the good part; the bad part followed Route 521, a just-not-quite-Interstate with no
sidewalks.) I wore hiking clothes; Loberger wore a tricorne hat, wool stockings, and
a waistcoat he had sewn himself. Dale is a living history practitioner who rocks the
surveying techniques (and the duds) of the 18th and 19th century. That is, Dale dons
itchy wool clothes, stands out in the sun and the rain and the bugs, and does math
for a hobby. He was teaching me to do the same.
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text and photographs by SCOTT HULER

WHEN CENTURIES COLLIDE Living history surveyor Dale Loberger strides towards a corner rock at the border of North and South Carolina.

I found myself in this unlikely situation because some
years before, I wanted to find out the history of my little thirdof-an-acre lot in Raleigh's Five Points neighborhood.
The truth is that what brought me to Dale – what I’ve been
doing lately – makes Dale look normal by comparison. Dale
recreates some of the scientific techniques from the 18th and
19th centuries. I, on the other hand, have for the last several
months been following a nonexistent trail – well, the idea of
a trail – along the path of a man who in 1700 set out from
Charleston into the Carolina backcountry. With Indian guides
and some friends from the Indian trader set, he canoed for a
week along the coast to the mouth of the Santee River, headed
upstream, and then started walking.
Two months, 550 or so miles, and numerous Indian villages and camps later, this man, John Lawson, was guided to
the home of one Richard Smith – near what you or I would
now call Little Washington, on the Pamlico Sound. “Being well
receiv'd by the Inhabitants, and pleas'd with the Goodness of
the Country,” Lawson wrote “we all resolv'd to continue.” Evidently so: Lawson was so pleas’d that he stayed for the goodness of Smith’s daughter, with whom he had a child. He hung
around long enough to be the founder and planner of Bath –
the state’s first incorporated town – and of New Bern, though
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founding towns and bringing in boatloads of new European
settlers eventually got him on the wrong side of the Tuscarora
Indians, who killed him in 1711 as the very first casualty of the
Tuscarora War.

The land itself

But I was talking about my little third of an acre in Five
Points – which, Charleston to the contrary – is actually where
this all began. Not in 1700, but about seven years ago.
Working on On the Grid, a book about the infrastructure
systems that make our preposterously easy 21st-century lives
possible, I was tracing every one of those systems from or to
my house – electricity, water, sewer, communications, roads,
and so forth. As I did, I realized that the sewer pipes and the
electric wires and even the stormwater systems profoundly depended on the land itself. I took the notion, then, to find a
brief land-use history of my house near Whitaker Mill Road. I
started out by tracing backwards in the deed record, but within a century or so I had fallen into a nest of developers selling
the land back and forth among themselves, and grew weary.
So I decided to start from the bottom – when the eight Lords
Proprietors first took “possession” of my land in the 1600s after King Charles II rewarded them for their loyalty during the

William P. Cumming, The Southeast in Early Maps, Third Edition. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1998. Map 150.

LAWSON'S LEGACY

A 1709 map created by John Lawson shows
North and South Carolina from the coast to the
Piedmont. The area along the coast includes
details including iron mines, lakes, rivers, and
landowners, while farther inland there are only
occasional remarks about the quality of the land,
such as “Hilly Land,” “Rich Land,” and “Stony
Land.” An “Indian Town” is shown at Hatteras. A
title cartouche with the great seal of Carolina is
in the lower right corner. The map was published
in Lawson's A New Voyage to Carolina.

brief period of Cromwell's republic. Which of
them got it then? To whom did the King grant
acreage, and how long was it before that acreage ended up as my little house?
Again with the despair; land records are a special ecosystem, thrilling in what they can yield but infuriating in their
complexity. So I decided to leave deed hunting to the professionals, figuring that like virtually all of the Piedmont my
land had been cleared, weakly farmed, and abandoned. But I
did find one interesting mention – this John Lawson fellow
appeared to have wandered through somewhere nearby in
1701. He had taken a large, horseshoe-shaped journey into the
Carolina backcountry when Carolina was still a single colony
and its backcountry was virtually unknown to European settlers. His resulting book, A New Voyage to Carolina, published
in London in 1709, became a classic of the period and was one
of the first books of what we would now call reported creative
nonfiction.
Lawson’s journey would have taken him, in early 1701, to
within the vicinity of what became Raleigh almost a century
later, which meant if I could find his description of that area,
I could get a sense of what my land would have looked like. So
after looking through Lawson’s book, I went looking for the

newer book I assumed someone must have written, the one in
which someone retraced Lawson’s steps and could shed some
light on his trip and the land he traveled. That book, it turned
out, did not exist.

Marching orders

If you're a writer, and you go looking for a book that does
not exist, you pretty much know what to do next.
So last October, funded by a Knight Science Journalism
Project Fellowship at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, I went to Charleston to embark on Lawson’s journey. The
first leg was to grind my way up the Intracoastal Waterway
by canoe, just as Lawson would have done. I paddled my own
canoe, though I'm quite certain Lawson himself, with five pals
and four Indian guides in a 10-person canoe, never picked up a
paddle. I believe this because in a week of discussing his journey by canoe, Lawson mentions a major storm once and the
unpredictable currents a couple times, but he never mentions
blisters or the despair of paddling into even a light headwind.
And I can tell you by hard-won experience that once you're
paddling a canoe, you have interest in only two things: current
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FIRST CITIZEN

Though it's not certain, many believe this
portrait to be of John Lawson. Testing (evidenced by the white rectangle in the center
of the painting), confirms the canvas to be of
the correct time, place and artist. It currently
hangs in the Greenville home of Elizabeth
Sparrow, widow of ECU English professor and
dean Keats Sparrow.

and wind, wind and current. So I suspect his friends and guides
did all the work, while Lawson, like Eustace Tilley on the cover
of The New Yorker magazine, sat back and scrawled notes in
his journal and observed things, though perhaps not through a
monocle.
Which, actually, is the kind of thing I went out there to
find in the first place. Lawson is an amazing historical figure –
the First Citizen of the state, in many ways. He set out to make
a name for himself in one way or another, and in subsequent
years became Surveyor-General to the colony and sent boxes
of botanical specimens to one James Petiver in London, whose
collection, eventually acquired by Hans Sloane, became part
of the founding materials of the British Museum in London.
Lawson founded towns and knew governors here and dukes in
England.
In a way, centuries before our generation, Lawson was just
like us. He too faced a world in which technology was changing, industry was changing, communication was changing,
and science appeared to be ready to help us understand, if not
answer, all questions. Unsure about the future or his place in
it, he wandered around, traveling and visiting and looking for
what was next. “Lawson was a millennial,” a park ranger I met
in South Carolina said to me. “He was couch surfing.”
Which is an amazing insight. And his science and his land
development and his surveying all left results, but his greatest legacy is his book – and the journey that inspired it. So
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I set out less to slavishly find Lawson’s exact path (though an
independent researcher in South Carolina named Val Green
has found exactly that and has provided enormous help) than
to recreate his journey in spirit and in approach. To go out and
look around and see what the world is like.
Which is what I’ve been doing, and what I’ll continue
doing on and off over the coming months until I reach Little
Washington and then Bath sometime this summer.

Burial customs and barbakue

Lawson set out to explore the Carolinas, and his book describes the terrain, the flora, the fauna, and above all the people. He describes Indian burial customs and dance and the way
they prepare and eat food and even their ways of torturing
prisoners; just so, I cannot fail to notice modern cemeteries
and roadside markers where people have died in car wrecks,
to eat barbecue (Lawson called it barbakue; the Indian women shredded the venison with their teeth), and to see how the
people entertain themselves and each other, whether it’s with
SportsCenter in the bar or at the strip club attached to a family
restaurant I ate at in Santee, S.C.
Lawson slept beneath covers of peeled birch bark and
in Indian huts, some of which pleased him and some not so
much (“a Parcel of nasty smoaky Holes,” he says of one night’s
less-pleasant lodging; he also complained of fleas); I have slept
in organized campgrounds and in backyards and on front

Rob Waters

ON THE PATH

Left, Scott Huler on the trail. Right, logging the
journey at day's end.

porches, in church pews and on patches of ground whose ownership I did not bother to pursue. I have bought diet soda in the
oldest continually running business in South Carolina, been
fed cake and coffee by descendants of the French Huguenots
who hosted Lawson 300 years ago, and walked along the rivers with descendents of the Santee and Catawba Indians who
treated Lawson so kindly.
I have it on good authority that Lawson’s path led him
from Hillsborough down through Durham, Morrisville, Cary,
and south Raleigh on his way to the coast, but I’ll investigate
as I go; informed sources sometimes disagree. I expect to get
to Raleigh midsummer, and to Bath by summer’s end, and
as I make my way along the asphalt two-lanes of the North
Carolina Piedmont, I’ll try to pay closer attention than Lawson did. By the time he finished, his descriptions had grown
slight. He was clearly tired, and after enough time in “nasty
smoaky holes” he was ready to be done. Instead of the long
descriptions of burial customs and food storage he devoted to
the Santees and Sewees of South Carolina, he spends little time
describing the Enos and Occaneechee. He does talk about “the
Falls of a large Creek, where lay mighty Rocks, the Water making a strange Noise, as if a great many Water-Mills were going
at once. I take this to be the Falls of Neuse Creek, called by the
Indians, Wee quo Whom.”
My friend Val is certain that this is actually not the Falls
of the Neuse but instead a falls of the Little River as it crosses

Route 42, east of Clayton. He hasn’t steered me wrong yet –
there’s even a mill there to this very day! – but I have a hard
time looking past our own Falls of the Neuse.
As for what my land looked like back then, I can’t say I’m
any closer to understanding that, though it’s a pretty good
guess that when Lawson describes an area he calls “the Lower
Quarter,” where “the Land … begins to abate of its Height,”
he’s in our vicinity. He talks of “several tracts of rich Land, but
mix’d with Pines and other indifferent Soil;” about fine, gravelly river bottoms, swamps mixed with “Percorson” (which
we would call brushy pocosin), and higher dry spots – which
sounds pretty much like our edge-of-the-Piedmont paradise. I
mean, once you hear “Pines and other indifferent Soil,” you’ve
got to think, “home,” right?
Anyhow, Lawson was new to town and led by Indian
guides; I’ve been around for a while but am still being led.
I’ll let you know what else I find.
For more on Scott Huler's journey, including an interactive map and
updates of his progress, go to lawsontrek.com. Huler is also posting
photos to @LawsonTrek on Instagram.
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Christina Kodesh understands that babies “never choose the
time or situation to be born into.” So she has made it her mission
to collect donated baby clothes and give them to hospitals for newborns who need them.

Volunteering as Raleigh-Durham coordinator for Loved Twice, a California-based
charity, Kodesh has single-handedly delivered over 450 boxes of clothes weighing more
than 5,000 pounds to babies in need at local hospitals since she launched the local
chapter in September 2011.
The undertaking, which initially took over her garage, dining room, and guest
room, and now occupies the attic in her home, has become part of her daily life, and
given her an opportunity to pass on to her own children the legacy of giving back that
she received from her parents. While at times it has seemed to swamp her, she says, the
work always has inspired her.
“At some points, I’ve been overwhelmed by it,” says Kodesh, 38. “Then I stop and
pack a box, and the minute I pack a box, I know why I’m doing it. It’s for the babies.”
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by Todd cohen

10 onesies, sleepers, pants, shirts, sometimes
jackets, hats, bibs, socks, and a blanket. Each
box weighs 10 to 12 pounds.
How do you connect with donors and recipients?
When I started in 2011, I put my name out
through WRAL online’s Go Ask Mom column
and the local Cary paper. I have a Facebook
page. I have set up a network of social workers. They let me know when they need boxes
and I deliver them to the hospital. I have donated to Duke Medical Center, UNC Women’s
Hospital, Rex, and other contacts throughout
Wake County, such as high school students.
Social workers determine who gets the box. I
never meet the recipient.

A native of Venezuela who was raised in Spain and the U.S.
by her Spanish mother and American father, Kodesh earned
her bachelor’s and master’s degrees in the U.S. She has worked
at jobs as varied as helping student-run organizations perform community service and as an admissions counselor at
N.C. State. This spring, she stepped down as bilingual college
liaison at Durham Technical Community College so she could
spend more time with her kids and on her charity work. And
if she can secure the funding it would require, she would like
to make a career of working for Loved Twice.
Kodesh and her husband, Dan Kodesh, a computer programmer, live in Cary with their eight-year-old son, Zachary,
and their five-year-old daughter, Elisenda.
How did you get involved with Loved Twice?
In the summer of 2011, we had been here about a year. I was reading
a parenting magazine. It had an article about Loved Twice. Something
touched my heart. I contacted Lisa Klein, the founder, by email. I was
looking for a way to get involved in the community. She wrote back
and said it was perfect timing. She was just getting ready to do national outreach. The only thing she asked that I not do was take financial
donations.
What is your role?
We’re a chapter. I work as a volunteer. We have no budget. For the
most part, it’s just me. I do it out of my home.
How does Loved Twice work?
I get donations of clothing. I either pick up clothes, or meet somewhere, or have people drop them off. I ask that they be clean prior
to being donated. I inspect every item to make sure it’s clean. If it
has a stain on it, it doesn’t get donated. Once I get the items, I sort
the clothing based on the season the baby is born. I use copy-paper
boxes that are donated. In each box, I put clothing for babies from
birth to 12 months old, anywhere from 75 to 80 items. Every box has

What have you learned?
It does not require a lot of money or even time
to give back. Every weekend I spend several
hours up in the baby room, as we call it. It
used to be my children’s playroom, in a thirdfloor attic that’s finished. I’ll never meet the
babies. But if I can keep them warm for a day,
then I’ve done what I can to help. My family
has always been supportive. I try to get my kids involved in helping to
pack the boxes. And I have taken them to the hospitals when I’m delivering boxes. They need to learn that it’s easy to give back.
What are your plans for Loved Twice?
I can’t turn this into something without some financial support. I’m
trying to figure out how to make this my career, because it’s my passion.
What does philanthropy mean to you?
Taking what you know and applying it to your daily life to make a
change. Sometimes that change is within you, and that pours out onto
others. And sometimes it’s change for someone else.
Who are your heroes?
My parents. I have watched them go through struggles and be successful with their heads up high and a smile on their face. My father was in
an accident when he was a chemical engineer at a factory. There was
an explosion. He had broken ribs, a collapsed lung, some hearing loss.
That accident closed down that part of the company, so he lost his job.
Mom has a sister fighting with addiction.
What motivates you each day to do something to give back?
My children. Wanting to teach them that no matter what, start your
day with a smile on your face and things will get better.
What do you like about Raleigh?
It’s a growing city. Even in the four years we’ve been here, this whole
area is becoming more of a foodie town. We moved from D.C. and part
of what we missed was the restaurants. It’s fun to see the cultural
growth in the area.
If you could fix a social problem, what would it be?
The public school system, the struggles they’re having with growth.
We need to pay our teachers better.
What inspires you?
Knowing that a simple action can make a world of difference.

For more information on Loved Twice, go to facebook.com/pages/Loved-Twice-Raleigh-Durham or lovedtwice.org.
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dustry from expanding, so today, over 80 percent of Tung oil
still comes from China. Today, it is prized for its wet-look finish
and water-resistant durability when applied to both wood and
granite countertops.

Growing Tung

by TONY AVENT

I WAS FIRST INTRODUCED TO ALEURITES FORDII
(also known as Vernicia fordii) through the wood
sealer called Tung oil, which is made from the
plant. That was long before I met Aleurites fordii
in person.

I knew about Tung oil because as a young child, I watched
far too many episodes of Public Television’s Woodwright’s Shop.
The host, Roy Underhill, made it seem simple to make one’s own
furniture, so it was easy for me to delude myself that I had a
modicum of talent in this area. Before I came to my senses, I
became familiar with the joy of rubbing wood down with Tung
oil while channeling my inner Mr. Miyagi. I spent hours working with it – brush on, sand off, brush on, sand off – before
finally realizing that working with dead wood wasn’t my strong
suit. But I never forgot Tung oil.
Made by pressing the fruit of the Tung tree, the stuff has
been used in Chinese cultures for over 2,000 years – as an ink
for printing, and as a waterproof sealer for early wood boats.
During World War II, the Chinese even discovered a way to
produce motor fuel from Tung oil, although at the time, the
process took too long and was too expensive to be economically
feasible. In the years since, the demand for Tung oil has fluctuated. You can find abandoned Tung oil plantations throughout
the Gulf coast. Unfortunately, repeated hurricanes kept the inillustration by IPPY PATTERSON
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Years later, when I began looking for interesting trees for my
new garden, I remembered Tung oil and thought it would be
interesting to try growing my own. I finally located seed, and
although they all germinated and grew well after planting, they
also died over winter. More research helped me understand why
I failed: The trees I planted were native to tropical and subtropical areas of Southern China, Burma, and Vietnam.
I had given up on ever growing Tung oil until I was chatting
with Frank Galloway, a plantsman from Bolivia, N.C., who told
me of a tree at the New Hanover County Arboretum that had
survived 0 degrees Farenheit without damage. Frank is a keen
plantsman, so although I was skeptical, I planted a handful of
seed he shared. Up they sprouted, and by 2001, my plant was
large enough to go into the ground.
Fourteen years later, we enjoy our amazing 30-foot tall specimen. It has been untouched by any of our recent cold winters.
I love so many things about our Tung oil tree, it’s hard to know
where to start. The branch architecture is very angular, somewhat reminiscent of a Chinese parasol tree. Starting in early
May, its large, glossy, tropical-looking, heart-shaped leaves (Tung
is Chinese for heart) emerge and clothe the upper branches.
Before the leaves emerge, however, bare stems are topped by
clusters of large peachy-orange, deliciously fragrant flowers that
remind me of a plumeria (Hawaiian lei flower). A full-size Tung
oil tree in full flower is an amazing sight.
In addition to the flowers, Christmas-ornament-sized fruit
dangle from its branches from August through October, like a
tree filled with pendant figs. It’s fine to admire the fruits or use
them to make Tung oil, but ingestion is not recommended unless you’re looking for an excuse to miss a couple days of work
with a bout of diarrhea. If you’re interested in seed, drop by our
fall open garden days and we’ll be glad to share some.

Verse

by Maureen Sherbondy

How to Live
Forget rules. Make your way
to the finish line. The snake
is the end and the beginning.
Sing while you work. Work is play.

Cary’s Premiere Destination | WaverlyCary.com

Eat all the apples. Toss cores
into the stars. Remember to climb jungle
gyms and trees. Tell the birds
it’s your nest, rest your head
on branches. Let eggs crack
and splatter on the dirt. Collateral

AVERLY
FARMERS’ MARKET

damage occurs. Rest your head
on leafy branches. Scream
at thunder. Throw rocks into the pond.
make ripples and raise a ruckus
at every interesting intersection.

SATURDAYS 9AM - 1PM
WaverlyFM.com

This is it. There will be no other
time on the clock. Erase doubts
with your feet. Smack life
in the face and run with the sun
on your back.

6.3 Bull City Syndicate
6.10 Peak City Sound
6.17 The Embers featuring
Craig Woolard
6.24 The British Invasion

7.1
7.8
7.15
7.22
7.29

The
The Magic
Magic Pipers
Pipers
Jim Quick & Coastline
Band of Oz
Hip Pocket
Rebekah Todd,
Matt Phillips & Friends

*VIP Tickets Available at WaverlyCary.com

Reflections

T

Matched by an

courtesy Wanda Urbanska

by wanda urbanska

angel

The call came from Ann Vaughn, my dear friend in Mount Airy,
where I had lived for decades before moving to Raleigh in 2010. At this
stage in my upper 50s, with one divorce and a boatload of misery under
my bridge, starting over was all about my career. The few times romance
had flickered into my consciousness, I banished it quickly, figuring love
was not in the cards. Not for me. Not ever.
	Ann had a different idea.
“Howell is brilliant, handsome, and single,” she started in. “And you knew his mother…”
On that point, she had me. Pat Gwyn Woltz was an icon in Mount Airy. With her own five
children grown and gone, she took in strays. Gifted, folksy, kind, and wise, Pat was a staunch
traditionalist who played by the rules. I’ll never forget the time she tromped up the staircase
to my publishing office on Main Street to purchase ten copies of my book, Christmas on Jane
Street, but then refused to write the check until I added in sales tax. Then, there was the backstory of her own father, Thomas Lenoir Gwyn, a businessman and state legislator from Waynesville, who had lost almost everything in the 1929 crash, but rather than taking the easy out
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of declaring bankruptcy, had labored for
years to pay every creditor in full.
When Howell emailed in September
inviting me to lunch – he was seeking
advice about a book he’d self-published
– he wrote: “Mother loved you like a
daughter. Let me know when you’re free.
I can come on short notice.”
As president of a newly established
educational foundation promoting the
legacy of the late Jan Karski, my plate
was full to brimming. Between travel to
New York, Chicago, and Poland to commemorate the centennial of the birth
of this great Catholic hero of the Polish
Underground – called “One Man Who
Tried to Stop the Holocaust” – I simply
didn’t have the time to take on any new
projects…or people. Besides, Howell had
a history – the kind women don’t want to
touch when they’re playing it safe.
Though we’d never met, I well remembered that back in April of 2006,
Howell had been arrested on an allegation of some sort of white-collar conspiracy. It had been a huge, jaw-dropping
scandal in Mount Airy when it hit, involving arguably the town’s most prominent family. No one could understand
what Howell was supposed to have done,
yet we all assumed he was guilty. Given
my affection for Pat – who had passed
away in 2011 not long after I’d left town
– how could I refuse to meet her middle
child in his hour of need?
I set the date at NOFO in Five Points
a month out.
The minute I saw him, dressed in a
coat and tie for a proper lunch, standing
like a gentleman to pull out my chair, I
was entranced. Howell was every bit as
handsome as Ann recommended, but his
blue eyes – his mother’s – told another
story. I saw suffering in those eyes, but I
also saw passion.
Over that first lunch, we swapped
stories about his life behind bars and
my window on Main Street in the small
town he couldn’t wait to escape. Incredibly, Howell told me, he had spent seven
years in various jails and lockups across
America though he was never tried or
convicted in or by any court of jurisdic-

tion. A man of wealth, privilege, and education – a white man in glasses – Howell was an oddity in the prison system.
He made his way in “the pokey” by scavenging the grounds for dandelion greens,
trading junk food for oranges, and offering up his services as a jailhouse lawyer.
My trust in him was instinctual and
immediate, no small feat for a journalist
schooled in skepticism. Over the next
few days, reading his book, Justice Denied, I became possessed by his story, astonished by the mistreatment he suffered
at the hands of prison guards, prosecutors, and, incredibly, his own well-paid
lawyers. I made notes about how the narrative could be improved in a new mainstream edition.
During our next lunch, he told me
how his mother had talked about me
incessantly during her prison visits and
how each year she gave him yet another
copy of Christmas on Jane Street, which he
promptly donated to the prison library.
“Did you ever read it?” I asked.
“Sometimes I wish I could lie,” he
said, embarrassed. “No, I never did. Now
I wish I had.”
His mother had also filled him in on
my crowning achievement in his hometown: producing and hosting America’s
first television series advocating sustainable living, Simple Living with Wanda Urbanska. Though the series never overtook
The Andy Griffith Show in the ratings, it
broke new ground in challenging viewers to live better on less and aired for
four seasons on PBS stations around
America. (You can watch it on hulu.
com.) The shows drew heavily on Mount
Airy’s colorful cast of characters, including Howell’s mom. Pat Gwyn Woltz once
appeared on a recurring segment, The
Thing That Refused to Die, showcasing
items that people used beyond the date
of planned obsolescence, wearing a skirt
and sweater she’d purchased in 1960 and
still wore. Incredibly, they fit. “I’ve never
gone on a diet in my life,” she confessed.
“If my clothes get tight, I just eat less till
they’re comfortable.”
Comfortable is how Howell and I began to feel quickly in each other’s compa-

ny, as if we’d known each other for years.
In a sense, we had. He knew his mother
had signed off on me, and I knew from
whence he came. Those NOFO lunches
led to dinner and, before long, breakfast.
Without understanding how it happened, without even wanting to, I found
myself falling in love with a man who was
not unlike the great Polish hero whose
legacy I’d been promoting. I’d crisscrossed America and Canada, speaking
to educators and school kids about Jan
Karski and the lessons he offers us today.
In 2012, I met and spoke with President
Obama during the Presidential Medal of
Freedom ceremony when he conferred
a posthumous medal on Karski for his
world-class heroism.
When speaking about Karski, I often
said: “When faced with evil, corruption,
and injustice in your midst, speak truth
to power, as he did.”
In taking up with Howell – the man
and his mission – I was given just this
chance. How could I not fall for this reallife hero? Could it be at age 58 – when
many people are folding up shop, professional and romantic – that I’d finally
stumbled onto the love of my life?
Within days of dating, we were inseparable. On Christmas Day, he proposed.
Looking at the oversized photo of
his mother and me, taken on that day in
2004 when we filmed Simple Living at the
Woltzes’ in Mount Airy, now on prominent display in my Raleigh home, we
can’t help but think that his late mother – who passed away before Howell’s
release or a habeas corpus petition was
filed by a federal judge to clear his name
– had a hand in our romance. Was it just
possible – after all the anguish and heartbreak we’d both experienced in broken
marriages and decades of living – that
the angel who played matchmaker was
not my friend Ann Vaughn, but rather
Howell’s dearly departed mother? Who
knows? But, in my case, the drawbridge
had opened. Romance – and a new start
in life – was very much in the cards.
Wanda Urbanska is president of the Jan Karski Educational
Foundation. She is also author or co-author of nine books.
She and Howell are planning their wedding.
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events

Under a
Sunday sky

Walter’s Book Club

with Frances Mayes
•

The ballroom at the Umstead Hotel & Spa was filled with the
colors, flavors, and stories of Tuscany on a Sunday in April, when Under
the Tuscan Sun author Frances Mayes joined 125 Walter readers for a
very special luncheon, reading, and conversation with the author.
The beauty and stories of our own region also took center stage as
Mayes discussed her most recent book, Under Magnolia, a memoir of
growing up in the small town of Fitzgerald, Ga., and her move with
her husband Ed to Hillsborough, N.C.
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photographs by Jillian Clark

Tondo Tondo and Pensiero from
Mayes' Tuscan Sun line of wines

Herons chef

Steven Greene’s

• Menu •

Hors d’oeuvres
Cava
Proscuitto-wrapped, feta-stuffed artichoke
Olive tapenade on crostini with herbed chevre
Salad
Frances Mayes Tuscan Sun Wines
Pensiero Pinot Grigio
Salad of petit lettuces, marinated tomatoes,
basil, Pecorino-Romano, herbed croutons,
red wine vinaigrette
Entrée
Frances Mayes Tuscan Sun Wines
Tondo Tondo Sangiovese
Herbed roasted chicken, basil tomato beurre
rouge, roasted garlic potato puree, grilled
seasonal vegetables

Bess Albert, Elizabeth Price,
Beth Gorman

Dessert
Parmesan cheesecake with pine nuts, candied
lemons, and pickled strawberries

Ann Brooke Raynal, Cheryl Mills, Jill Waddle, Ashley
Waddle,
june/july
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Jane Cooper, Anne Huffman, Mary Elsie Daisey

Courtney Bell, Kathy Brown, Rose Finley
Helen Szuluk, Maryann Kick, Dorothy Burchall

Eleanor Blackwell

Mayes described the luxurious lunch
– which included a pinot grigio and a sangiovese from her own Tuscan Sun line of
wines – as similar to a traditional Italian
Sunday midday meal, or pranzo. And she
took her time, as dessert was served, to
discuss at length her writing, her move to
North Carolina, and her latest book.
	Writing Under Magnolia, Mayes told
the room, allowed her the opportunity to
relive her childhood: “As the Chinese poet
said, to make an image is to live twice. So
you get to try to find the exact words, the exact images for these
experiences that you had … You can again sit in the choir of
the Central Methodist Church and feel your graduation pearls
come unstrung on the floor; you can again baptize the dog who
does not want to be baptized. You can sit at the table with all
of the relatives who are fighting over the wishbone or arguing
over who’s going to get the biggest piece of pecan pie. So you
get your life back, and you get to try to recreate it in words. To
me as a writer, it was a great privilege to have that experience.”
Yet the early years she relives in the telling were not without challenges. “My parents were very volatile creatures,” she
told the crowd. “They had the kind of fatal gift of beauty.” In
Under Magnolia, Mayes writes of their late-night arguments,
heavy drinking, dramatic scenes. As the family’s much-youngest child living in a small and insular Georgia town, Mayes
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Jan Toerry, Richard Torrey

spent many of these years with her head
in a book. But she couldn’t escape entirely. “The only thing I can figure out about
their high-voltage lives together was that
they had no outlet for all of that electricity,” she said. “So a lot of it landed on me.”
The sights, smells, and sounds of that household – and of
the South – permeate the book, and, she says, never did leave
her. “…the powerful ambience of the Southern landscape. The
moss-hung oaks, beautiful pecan orchards just lit from within … I just loved the land always.” Those sense memories were
eventually strong enough to bring Mayes back home to this part
of the country after years living in California.
“I think when you grow up in the South, particularly if
you are of a literary bent, you kind of absorb this sense of place
along with the cheese grits; you know, it’s just a part of your
mentality. Even after many years in California, any time I came
back to the South, I had this kind of metabolic, pulse-level connection. There are certain places where you feel at home.”
It was that same feeling that inspired her to buy the house
in Tuscany that spurred her international best-selling Under

Ann Brooke Raynal; Ed Mayes, Frances Mayes’ husband and co-author

the Tuscan Sun. “When I got to Tuscany,” she told the group, “I
thought, this is so bizarre, because I really feel at home here. I
didn’t speak the language, I had never been there … it’s a mysterious feeling that sometimes you know where your psyche lines
up with the horizon.”
Today, Mayes and her husband divide their time between
the horizon in Tuscany and the one in Hillsborough, where
they are also restoring an old house. “It’s just a 1806, square
white farmhouse,” she said. “We absolutely love it … It’s on the
Eno (River) … It has a beautiful rose garden that was put in in
the ’50s, and it has all of these heirloom roses. I really love living in old houses, because there are always things to discover in
them.”
It was in unpacking boxes in Hillsborough after the move

Frances Mayes, Walter editor Liza Roberts

that Mayes said she came across some of her old diaries and
photos, and then became inspired to write Under Magnolia: “It
did start me thinking about how much the South had changed
in the years I had been away, and how interesting it was for me
coming back here and feeling that it was almost a foreign country, but at the same time it was deeply familiar. So that tension
between those two things got me started with writing.”
It also got her memories flowing, and thinking about the
subject of memory itself. “I’m always fascinated by memory.
Most of my books are really involved with memory. I think my
memory is infallible. Everybody always says that in a family,
people remember different things. It’s not true in my family. We
all remember the same things,” she said with a laugh, “and that’s
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Merrill Rose, Greyson Tucker

Mary Miller

Walter art director Jesma Reynolds, Pam Evans,
Mary Miller

Frances Mayes signs copies of her books following
the luncheon
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Frances Mayes opens a thank-you gift: a pair of rose
quartz earrings from Kendra Scott at Southpoint

why they’re so mad at me!”
In telling their stories, and her own,
Mayes said she hoped to tell not just the
truth, but a universal truth. “How many
times I have heard people condescend to
the small places in America – like nothing
important happens except in New York or
Los Angeles or San Francisco. So I wanted
in my memoir to show the passion of living in a small place, a small world, a whole
world. And that was one of my goals in
writing, (to show) that these lives are so
important, they’re just as passionate as
anyone else, they’re just as smart as anyone else, or just as dumb.”
As for the writing itself, Mayes said
she gets a lot done mentally, while she’s
going about other things, before committing words to the page. “I don’t ever
have any schedule,” she said. “I like to do
so many other things that I will put off

“I’ve always been a big fan of
Sir Walter Raleigh because
he managed to write from
prison. And I’ve always felt
as if I had a little secret room
that no one could enter, I
could write more, too.”
writing for a long time while I go plant
my little gem lettuces, or take a walk, or
play with the cats, or anything to keep
from writing. So I think that my process is
that while I’m doing all of these things, I’m
thinking about what I’m going to write.
It’s kind of like the dog that turns around
and around and round and then sits down.
That’s a very inelegant way to say it … but
I mull on it a long time. I can write very
quickly once I begin.”
With two houses under various states
of renovation, Mayes clearly has plenty of
suitable distractions to let her ruminate
and plan her next project. First, she says,
she wants to write a travel book about Italy, and then “I might try a novel after that.”
With writing to look forward to and
beauty all around her, it’s not hard to see
why Mayes has been able to put her tumultuous childhood into such poetic prose.
“The way you’re raised is not your fate,”
she told the crowd. “You can have your
own will to power, and create your own
life.”

Eastern Accents
Shades, Shutters, & Blinds • Draperies & Valances • Wallcoverings & Floorcoverings
Custom Bedding & Pillows • Furniture & Accessories • Kitchen & Bath Design

The only decorating source you’ll ever need!
5850 Fayetteville Rd. Suite 104 | Durham, NC 27713 | 919-806-3638
sewﬁne2.com

Alison Williams
Shannon Wolf, Nick Neptune

Carrie Gephart

Mollie Earls, Lincoln Hancock

Sarah Yarborough

Flowers grown by Happy as a Coneflower Farm

SUNDAY SUPPER

Megan Gilger, Mike Gilger
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Wendy Pedraza, Mike Pedraza

Tim Lytvinenko

Sylvia Wiggins, Nick Neptune

Capital Club 16 and the Raleigh Wine Shop hosted a
Sunday supper atop the historic Capital Club Building April 19. The evening included hors d’oeuvres,
dinner, beer from Nickelpoint Brewing, cocktails by
Crude Bitters, and tunes by Lord Redbyrd. All proceeds
benefitted Helping Hand Mission, a Raleigh nonprofit
dedicated to helping families in need by providing
furniture, transitional housing, food, and more.

Cooper-Payne Tree Farms
& Landscaping Services
Specialists in Providing Mature
Plant Screening Solutions

Cassidy Soutter

TEDX AT ST. DAVID’S SCHOOL

St. David’s School hosted a TEDx conference called Moving
Mountains April 8. Students organized and directed the event,
which featured student speakers as well as speakers from
across the country. Together they addressed issues ranging
from clean water, to the importance of education within urban
sprawl, to the definition of beauty.

15 foot ‘Bracken’s Brown Beauty’
Before
Southern
Magnolia

16 foot EmilyAfter
Bruner Holly Screen

Cooper-Payne Tree Farms and Landscapes specializes in creating
private garden retreats with installations of mature trees, shrubs and
cold-hardy palms bringing year-round bloom, fragrance and interest
to the landscape. Whether your needs are adding privacy screening,
shade or color to your garden, consider us to provide the solution.

A Private Backyard Retreat
Robert Rehm, Darby Larson

Idowu Koyenikan

Barger Jeutter

St. David's School

Preeya Deol

Hillsborough, NC

Call (919) 801-0211

cooper-paynetreefarms.com
Zack Cianca

Pete Garrabrant

Beautifying Fine Triangle Properties
Since 2002

Absolutely...
Positively...

Ariel Greenwood, Chase Werner

Siobhan Southern, Carolina Morrison

The Best
Spatula
You’ll Ever

“BEARTHDAY” AND BREWHAHA

Ryan Finch, Elvin Birth, Lisa Grele Barrie

Use!
Cookware • Bakeware
Cooking Tools
and everything else
for the cook...

Jake Wolf

Raleigh City Farm celebrated its third anniversary
April 18 by honoring Earth Day with other environmental entrepreneurs. As many as 400 visitors ate
local food, listened to live music and comedians,
took part in family-oriented outdoor activities, and
heard speakers on sustainability. New Belgium
Brewery provided the suds.

Mayor Nancy MacFarlane

Since 1982

www.ginnygordons.com
Downtown Morehead City
252-726-6661

Liz Tracy, Jorge Montezuma

Juli Leonard

GINNY GORDONS

DESIGNLIFE AWARD GALA

The N.C. State University College of Design held the 2015 Designlife
Award Gala April 18. The black-tie affair honored Steven D. Schuster,
FAIA, principal of Clearscapes PA, for his contributions to the architectural, civic, and historic fabric of our community. The gala was
held at Bay 7 in Durham’s American Tobacco Campus.

Julie Mclaurin

Award winner Steven Schuster,
Dean Marvin Malecha

Victor Lytvinenko, Frank Thompson, Matt Tomasulo



Frank Harmon,
Julieta Shirk

Viki Redding

Linda Duda, Turan Duda

4 0 0 0 G L E N A I R E C I R C L E , C A R Y, N C 2 7 5 1 1
(800) 225-9573 | (919) 460-8095
Briana Outlaw, Manpreet Kaur, Kimberly Wicker

— GLENAIRE.ORG —
A Presbyterian Homes, Inc. Community


Award winners: The late William Trent Ragland Jr.
with Anna Wood Ragland

The Essence of Elegance
Award winners: Louise Robbins Broyhill,
Senator James Thomas Broyhill
NORTH HILLS · 4209 LASSITER MILL RD · RALEIGH, NC · (919) 785-0787

WWW.SHOPQUINTESSENTIALS.COM

Taste your Selection...
Savor the Moment...
Bottle the Experience.

N.C. HISTORY AWARDS

The N.C. Museum of History Foundation recognized two
of the community's most philanthropic couples – Anna
Wood Ragland and the late William Trent Ragland Jr., and
Louise Robbins Broyhill and Senator James Thomas Broyhill – for their outstanding contributions to the preservation, study, or understanding of North Carolina history.
They received the foundation’s Philanthropy Award at an
April 9 gala, An Evening with James Madison.

Mary Powell White, John Douglas Hall,
Lyl MacLean Clinard

Bakeware • Stoneware • Gifts
Gourmet Food and Charcuterie • Honey

N.C. State University
Pipes and Drums

Browse our selection of fresh extra-virgin olive oil from around the
world and our 25 STAR premium balsamic vinegar from Modena, Italy.
Layfayette Village, 8480 Honeycutt Rd #118 Raleigh, NC 27615 • 919-845-7266

Locally owned and operated

Sherwood H. Smith

Dennis F. Fingers Jr., Ken Howard,
Michael Wilson, Gene Lewis

N.C. Museum of History

Herend • Matouk • Monica Rich Kosann • Peacock Alley • Royal Crown Derby • Simon Pearce • William Yeoward

»
SAFECHILD
SPRING GALA

Pat Wilkins, Richie Henley,
Marjorie Menestres

SAFEchild honored its first and
only executive director, Marjorie
Menestres, at its annual Spring
Gala at Marbles Kids Museum
April 18. Menestres, who is
retiring at the end of June, has
led the child abuse prevention
agency since its inception in
1993. The event raised more
than $150,000 for SAFEchild, part
of which will help to fund the
expansion of the agency’s Advocacy Center – one of Menestres’
many legacies in her mission to
protect children and strengthen
the families of Wake County.

DR. LISA A. TOLNITCH
DR
DR.. GA
GAYLE
YLE A
ACKERMAN
CKERMAN DiLALLA
DiLALLA



Thank you for trusting us
with your mothers, sisters and
daughters over the past 25 years
• The Triangle’s FIRST and most experienced surgical practice
specializing exclusively in the treatment of breast disease
• FIRST in the Triangle to perform lumpectomies for breast cancer

Brooke Bitler, Tyler Poole, Tyler Craft. Susan Craft

• FIRST to use in-ofﬁce image-directed breast biopsy
• FIRST to perform Sentinel Lymph Node mapping
• FIRST to perform Mammosite insertion for partial breast radiation
• FIRST to have cooperative embedding of a radiology practice
(Wake Radiology)
• FIRST to return to nipple-sparing mastectomies
• FIRST to offer in-ofﬁce collection for BRCA genetic testing

George Pinther, Kristy Littlejohn,
Matt Littlejohn, Nathan Spencer

Lois Ostrow, Barry Ostrow,
Sara DeLeo, Dan DeLeo

TOLNITCH SURGICAL ASSOCIATES uses the most
effective, least invasive treatments available.

Bax Miller Photography

We welcome the opportunity to care for you.

John Wilkins, Samantha Hatem,
Pat Wilkins, Greg Hatem

SUBMISSIONS FOR

THE WHIRL

To submit your party for consideration, please complete the form at
waltermagazine.com/submit-photos.

2301 Rexwoods Drive
Suite 116, Raleigh

919.782.8200
carolinabreastcare.com

Michael Blanchard

Amanda Jones, David Whitcher

Student essay winners Dylan Jones, Jack Davis, Chloe Pacyna, Laura Naslund

Bob Geolas, Robert Bush, Jeff Braden
Marcia Davis, Greer Lysaght

The Phi Beta Kappa Association
of Wake County held a spring
meeting April 28 to honor
winners of the group’s annual
student essay contest. Guests
of the event at Carolina Country Club enjoyed dinner, drinks,
and a speech by guest speaker
Bob Geolas, president and CEO
of RTP.

Sterling Boyd

Catherine Nguyen

PHI BETA KAPPA
AWARDS GALA

»

Cece Scott

Lindsay Purrington, Martha Alexander

Laura Ford, Pat Baryenbruch

Joel Lane Museum House

Sandy Page, Carolyn Eskridge

Molly Mahoney, Elizabeth Borden, Beth Alley, Jay Alley

JOEL LANE SPRING BENEFIT

Curry Walker, Nat Walker

Joel Lane Museum House held its spring benefit May 5 at
a private Raleigh home. The event drew 250 guests in support of "the Birthplace of North Carolina's capital city," an
award-winning heritage site.

Augusta Daniel, Mark Cooney

Effortless Elegance

Creating beautiful rooms

SINCE 1939

Custom Interior Design Services Available
West Raleigh 5425 Hillsborough Street 919-851-0680
North Raleigh 5640 Capital Boulevard 919-954-0025
Monday through Friday 10-6 • Saturday 10-5:30 • Closed Sunday

SAVE AN ADDITIONAL 10%
ON ALL WHITE ORDERS. HURRY
MUST SIGN BY 5/31/15 TO
SAVE AN ADDITIONAL 10%.

Katie Brice, Chrissy McCormack, Ashley Holleran

DANA GIBSON VISITS GREEN FRONT
INTERIORS & RUGS

Accomplished artist and entrepreneur Dana Gibson of Richmond, Va.
visited Green Front Furniture May 9 to showcase her array of furniture
and decor while mingling with guests. Her style infuses traditional
design elements with a modern sensibility.



919-850-9030
40% OFF Plus Free Installation

40% off any order $1500 or more, 10% off any order $700 or more.
Not valid with any other offer. Free installation with any complete order of $500 or more.
With incoming order, at time of purchase only. Expires 5/31/15.

Charlotte Harris, Dana Gibson, Stephanie Sneeden

host your
next
event
in
style!
at parlor blow dry bar
for availability and rental information please call
919.665.9816 or email pr@parlordrybar.om
| raleigh, nc | 27605

Patrick Casey, Dana Gibson

Martha Heath

402 oberlin road #116

Tina Smith, Kristin Shook, Mary Martha
Dean, Sharon Tharrington

Lacy McClure

Allison Smith, Sharon Bass

Kate Phillips, Lacy McClure

ARTSOURCE COASTAL
COLORS SHOW

ArtSource Fine Art and Framing hosted 100
guests at its Coastal Colors show April 18.
The event featured three coastal artists:
Sharon Bass of Raleigh, Susan Hecht of Apex,
and Daniel Smith of Savannah, Ga.

Daniel Smith, Sharon Bass, Susan Hecht

Anne Conner, Kate Phillips, Lacy McClure

Tom Rollins, Matthew Rollins, Ann Rollins

Decorating Your Home

Your Style, Your Way and Within Your Budget
Grab-A-Seat Sale
20% off Custom Upholstered Furniture*
July 6th - 31st
*Excludes leather furniture

Carolyn Spain, Dr. Ray Spain

Jimall Rice

TEACH FOR AMERICA

On April 18, 200 education leaders, students, parents, district
and community partners, and Teach For America corps members
and alumni gathered for One Night, an event to support Teach
For America. The group’s mission is focused on the idea that
one day, all children will have access to a quality education. The
event was held at the Friday Center in Chapel Hill, and included
student perspectives, performances by community students,
reflections from community members, and a silent auction.

One Block off Hwy. 70 I 5910 Duraleigh Road
919.781.1777 I M-F 10-6 I Sat 10-5 I printers-alley.com

Caty Gray Urquhart, Sara Williamson, Sara Price

Denise Dixon, Crystal Aldave, Daniel Riley

Rachelle Haynik, Robbie Sellers

FURNITURE ART LIGHTING
◆

Hey, folks! WE MOVED!

Come by our even bigger
location in downtown Raleigh:
1 5 0 5 C A P I T A L B LV D # 1 5 , R A L E I G H , N C 27 6 0 3
F A C E B O O K . C O M / S E A B O A R D S T U D I O 1 23
S E A B O A R D S T U D I O 1 23 @ G M A I L . C O M

Follow us! @SeaboardStudio123
SEABOARDSTUDIO123.COM 919-600-8051

Elisa Villanueva Beard

Torrey Winchester

◆

Chris Hugo

Christopher Prieto, Virginia Prieto

BBQ BOOK LAUNCH

Exclusively at Eatmans

Raleighite Christopher Prieto – owner of The Prime
Smokehouse in Rocky Mount and star of hit television show BBQ Pitmasters – launched his book,
Southern Living’s Ultimate Book of BBQ, April 7 at
BREW Coffee Bar in Seaboard Station. The book
features recipes and tips for serving up Southern
barbecue favorites.

RUGS, BROADLOOM, FURNITURE, ACCESSORIES


Design by Minta Bell

LaChauna Sumpter Belvin

Whitney Rush, Katie Carter, Morgan Sullivan,
Leah Maness, Malli Fowler

BREAKFAST IN BED RACE

The Caring Community Foundation hosted its second annual
Breakfast in Bed Race April 18 in downtown Cary to raise money
to provide financial support for Triangle cancer patients undergoing treatment. Teams of costumed racers – each complete with
four pushers and one bed rider – pushed beds on wheels down
Academy Street, as spectators reveled in food trucks, marching
bands, local entertainers, and vendors.

INTERIORS FOR LIVING
HAMILTON CENTRE
1415 W. NC HIGHWAY 54, SUITE 103
DURHAM, NC 27707
PHONE: 919 933 9800
WWW.MINTABELL.COM

Carly Wisse, Angel Marya

Emily Adams, Nate Myers

Taylor Meadows, Joanna Ashe,
Christina Floyd, Kim Swintosky

APPETITE FOR ART

The Boys & Girls Clubs of Wake County hosted Appetite for
Art, a charity gala at CAM Raleigh. The April 17 event brought
together entrepreneurs, artists, and professionals for a night
of celebrating local art and food for a good cause.

Amanda Durnell

Ralph Capps

Shaun King

Runyon Tyler, John Purrington,
Elizabeth Purringon

Aaron Bittikofer

THE REAL ESTATE LANDSCAPE IS RAPIDLY CHANGING
How’s your investment property portfolio performing?
PNC Plaza Condo | Unit 2409

2210 Van Dyke | Raleigh, NC

TradeMark Residential is a full service residential real estate brokerage firm with a dedicated team to
investment sales and property management

We are your investment property and Inside the Beltline specialists
700 Glenwood Ave
Raleigh, NC 27605
919.510.4010
For more information on our available properties please visit www.trademarkresidential.com

ORIGINAL STYLES
EXQUISITE DESIGNS
SUPERIOR CUSTOMER SERVICE
All in one convenient location.
Hickory Furniture Mart.

Frank Daniels, Brad Wilson

Terry Brenneman,
Nancy Brenneman

Georgia Donaldson, Luke Newbold

Furniture Festival & Clearance Sale
July 24-26

A GALA IN TWO
ACTS

Burning Coal Theatre Company
hosted 150 guests at Murphey
School Auditorium for a fundraising gala March 21. The event
featured brief selections of songs
from one of the greatest American
composers of all time, Stephen
Sondheim. Fun, food, and good
company was enjoyed by all.

www.hickoryfurniture.com | 1-866-471-4366
I N S P I R I N G H O M E S A RO U N D T H E WO R L D FO R OV E R H A L F A C E N T U RY

Georgia Donaldson, Rob Grew

Rethink your
bucket list.

Simmie Kastner, Jerome Davis

Debra Curley

Alec Donaldson, Diana McQueen,
Angela Santucci

Reconnect with
the ones you love

on the majestic shores
of the Currituck Outer
Banks, North Carolina.
It’s not too late to
escape to a place where
wild horses roam
remote beaches, and
find out why Fodor’s
named Currituck’s
Corolla one of the
“Best Family Beaches
on the East Coast.”

Corolla • Carova • The Mainland

Alec Donaldson, Georgia Donaldson, Samantha Hatem, Greg Hatem

Call 877-287-7488
for your free visitor’s guide.

www.VisitCurrituck.com

STORY

of a house » continued from pg. 79
Her work is sturdy, resembling that of
an ancient civilization. Animals, wild and
domestic, inspire her. Flipping through
a photo album, the homeowner shows
some of her early pieces, including a hippo, crow, raven, armadillo, bulldog, and
guinea hens.
In the living room, she points out a
particularly beloved sculpture of her deceased dachshund Special Ed (“because
he did some very special things”). He
now holds court on top of a bookcase.
The dining room houses two of her
large-scale works, influenced by her intrepid travels. Resting on the floor is
a Balinese-looking “pouf.” Its delicate,
carefully-wrought, leafy texture fools the
eye, begging a visitor to take a seat. The
artist is quick to point out that would not
be wise: the cushy “pouf” is in fact a hollow vessel.
Across the room is A Lady For All
Seasons, a full-body representation of an
island woman made of clay, overlayed
with copper, and exquisitely decorated
with eggshell. She says another teacher,
Marguerite Leon, helped her with that piece. “In all the big
things I do, my teachers get very involved.”

The modest Kinston native, a self-proclaimed incurable vagabond, has tried to
satiate her wanderlust with trips to nearly every continent, and says she delights
in discovering places off the beaten path.
She’s looking forward to an upcoming
trip to Cuba with friends where she will
officially visit as a “student of Spanish.”
But she yearns to go to Borneo to see
the orangutans. Animals are truly her
other great love. She reminisces about
Jack, an African grey parrot who lived at
Hunt & Gather Antiques where she and
a partner rented a booth for a time. She
says she fed and visited Jack every day for
three years, and eventually helped find
him a permanent home.
She bristles when asked if one particular collection of animals is made of ivory.
“I am your typical animal rights activist,”
she says bluntly. She says her father was a
great friend of animals as well, and often
fostered them while she was growing up.
As the house tour winds down, the effusive owner offers up lunch on her back
porch. Though tempting, it’s time to release her from hostess duties – so that she can return to her private, beguiling, and supremely artful world.

CONTEMPORARY & MODERN FURNITURE

MOVING SALE

We’re moving in early July. Please visit ambientefurniture.com for updates on the sale and our new location.
10700 World Trade Boulevard n Near RDU International Airport n 919-572-2870 n ambientefurniture.com
Shop Monday through Saturday 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and Sunday noon to 6 p.m.

Subscribe to our
new Newsletter!

Raleigh’s
Coming in

AUGUST
RTP thinks big
Downtown gaming
Larry Wheeler’s madeleine
Amazing sandwiches

Stay updated on all things

90 and loving it
For a sneak peak of next month’s
content and to subscribe, visit

waltermagazine.com/email-newsletter

first row: Ann Neely, Connie Bissesi, Emily Kohler; second row: Jean Gray Mohs, Joseph Pinto, Liz Hume; third row: Mark Abramowksy, Scott Renk, Suzette Walker.

seen in Raleigh

PERSPECTIVE
Once a month, CAM's urban drawing group meets downtown to spend a few hours sketching (learn more on pg. 50). “This is a beautiful
neighborhood and we always just stay around here,” says leader Scott Renk. “I love sketching how things are changing in the warehouse district.”
The sketches on this page were drawn May 2, when the group set up shop together in the spot where West Davie Street dead-ends behind the
museum. “Everybody has a different technique,” Renk says. Different perspectives and directions of interest, as well. To see more sketches, visit
CAM Raleigh during September, when more of the group's pieces will be on display.
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